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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Boston Public Housing Security Program was launched 

iii-the 1'al1 of"1974. Design of the demonstration was based 

on the hypothesis that security -- both actual and perceiyed 

depends upon favorable factors in both the physical and the 

social environments. Key to an effective program would there-

fore be an approach ~hj,ch!, working at the level of the housing 

development, aimed simultaneously at improving the physical 

structures that provide 9rotection from criminal activities, 

and developing social structures that foster a unity of 

purpose and encourage' cooperative efforts for mutual protection . 

The program emerged from a complex and lengthy planning 

process that involved agencies at.the federal, state, municipal 

and community levels. Important among the protagonists were 

representatives of the Mayor 1 s Office of Criminal Justice (MOCJ.) 

and the Boston Housing Authority (BHA). They worked in "tandem 

to secure a grant of $500,000 from the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the U. S. Department of 

Justice for support of a social action or flso,ftware" component 

() 

that would match a grant of $500,000 from the U. S. Department. '0 

of Housing and Urban Development (HUb) for the "hardware ll 

component of the program comprising among ot.her things, the 

installation of security doors. 

.. .~ 
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~rogram Components 

The housing developments considered as environments· 

for testing the program strategy were to meet the following 

criteria: (1) crime was determined and perceived to be a 

serious problem; (2) the fear of crime was to be intense~ 

especially because of the interface of a large elderly 

population with young families; (3) there was to be a 

reasonable chance of reducing crime. Applying these guide-

lines, four housing developments were selected at which. 

organized tenant groups had earlier' expressed an interest in 

becoming involved in new security techniques advocated by 

the Boston Housing Authority's Central Security Office (CSO). 

In addition~ community organizations had to be found 

.that would not only assume responsibility for project planning 

and implementation, but that also had demonstrated experience 

in financial management and the capacity to provide front-end 

financing for project expenses within the context of a cost-

reimbursement syst.em. 

Among Boston's public housing developments, Columbia 

Point ~as a likeiy choice. It is Boston's largest public 

housing development, completed in 1954 with an original 

maximum of 1504 dwelling units, although only 870 were 

occupied as dwellings in the fall of 1974. It was also the 

development wlth the highest rate of reported crime, recorded 
i ' 
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in 1972 as two and one half times the crime level of the city 

* as a whole. Located on a remote peninsula relatively isolated 

from other residential areas of the city, it was populated 

predominantly by blacks, . a fluctuating group of Hispanics 

(many of whom were squatters) and a dwindling number of elderly> 

white households who feared not only high crime rates, but 

the threat of displacement resulting from extensive renovations 

being planned under RUD's Target Projects Program.· 

Goals formulation and program development for security 

at Columbia Point grew out of cooperative LEAA/community/ 

University of Massachusetts at Boston ~fforts (mainly staff 

of the-Boston Urban Obse:rvatory) over a 16-month period 

beginning in January 1974. The first 11 months of planning 

~ operations were devoted to organizing a community security 

planning structure and process, framing a comprehensive 

security plan, and initiating selective security operational 

activities. During the following five months the Boston Urban 

Observatory provided technical as.sistance to the Columbia Point· 

Community Development Council (CPCDC) and to its Security 

Task Force~ which had been constituted as a committee of the 

* Boston Public Housing Security Program, Program Application 
submitted by the Mayor's Safe Streets Act Advisory Cortirnittee 
to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Department 
of Justice, May 20, 1974 (pages unnumerated). 

" 
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CPCDC. The CPCDC .is the governing board for the Area Planning 

Action Council (APAC)~ itself a community affiliate of Action 

for Boston Community Development, Inc. (ABCD), the City's 

official anti-poverty agency. 

The Mission Hill and Mission Hill Extension hou.sing 

developments also suffered from reported crime rates signi-

ficantly higher than those of the city at large. Built in 

1940 with 1023 units, by 1974 Mission Hill Main had fewer than 

800 occupied-units and provided shelter predominantly for 

Hispanic and blac~ residents. Mission Hill Extension had 

been completed in 1952 with 588 units; its resident population 

was overwhelmingly black. Both developments were characterized. 

by a large proportion of female-headed households and minors~ 

-~ -t-he- absence of a strong sense of community, and a high degree 

of vandalism. 

Efforts by staff of the Mayor's Office of Criminal Justice 

to launch a YQuth employment program that would have involved 

Mission Hill youth in' making security-related repairs failed 

because of a lack of cooperation by the BHA ciaintenance'workers' 

union. The result was a last-minute search for a local 

community agency to plan and carry out an alternative project 

addressed to both Mission Hill Main and E~tension. It ended 

with the selection of Roxbury Children's Service, Inc., an 

agency founded in 1968 to provide social services to children 

and families of Roxbury. 

( 

i 
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The third choice of a participating development in the,) , 
1-

Boston Public Housing Se~urity Program was Commonwealth or 

Fidelis Way. This site was selected because, despite recent. 

increases in crime, the chances for improving security appeared 

favorable. Constructed after> the second World War with 648 

units, the development was undergoing major demographic changes 

with a long-established:·'but upwardly mobile white population 

being replaced largely by black and Hispanic resid~nts. The 

high rate of turnover was resulting in a breakdown of the 

development's sense of community, the periodic outbreak 

of racial tensions, and fear among the sizeable white elderly 

population. 
JI- •. 

The Commonwealth housing development had been served for 

~ several years by the Allston-Brighton Area Planning Council 

CAPAC), another ABCD community affiliate, which met the MOCJ's 

requirements of fiscal agent. Although Commonwealth was a 

state-subsidized development and thus not eligible for reno-

vation funds through HUD's matching tthardware1! grant, it 

was chosen with the hope that funds available for security 

doors and mailboxes would be subsequently identified and 

secured. 

The comprehensive demonstration security program that 

emerged thus consisted of three completely separate software 

proposals, reflecting the intrinsically perceived problems 

of each of the four housing developments. In addition, a 

c:) 
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Volunteer Resident 2atrol Project was incorporated in the over-

all demonstration, a project that would proV'ide a common opera-

tional thread at the participating housing developments and a 

building resident organization coordinated with the security 

hardware operation. 

According to final negotiated plans, HUD was t6 allocate 

its grant share in the follow'ing ways: $350,000 for the in-

stallation of steel security doors, mailboxes and foxlock plates, 

the reno~ation of hallways, and miscellaneous equipment/ 

f'urniture for t,he Voluntary Resident Patrols in the three 

federally-subsidized developments; and $150,000 to underwrite 

the expanded operations of the Boston Housing Authority's 

Central Security Office, which was to manage and supervise 

implementation ot the _Volunteer Resident Patrol Project. 

The LEAA grant would cover $17,850 in wages of four part-

time,Resident Patrol Supervisors, one for E:a.ch housing develop-

ment, over a two-year period. It would a.lso s.upport a 

software program at Commonwealth for two years at an estimated 

cost of $120,009, and at rUssion Hill for 12'months at 

$130,000. For Columbia Point the grant would j,nclude $120,000 

over a 14-m::mth period, these funds to be, supplemented by HUD's 

Target Project Program (T?P) and ,15 allocated job slots under 

the federally-assisted Public Employment Program (PEP), for a 

total estimated cost of $340,648. 

Program Goals and Evaluation Methodology 
1, 

Th~\workplan prepared by the Mayor's Office of Criminal j 

• 
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Justlce for the Boston Public Housing Security Program 

identified four overall program goals: (1) to increase tenant 

involvement in cri,me control; (2) to increase resources for 

crime control available to public housing residents; (3) 

to increase security, perceived as well as actual; and (4) 

to demonstrate the effectiveness of a combination of'community 
. 

action,p§lice patrolling and security hardware in reducing 

* crime. 

This evaluation has combined three approaches'to measuring 

program and project impact by analyzing their effort, effective-

ness and process. The evaluation of effort looks at the volume 

and quality of operations, comparing actual to planned levels 

of activity. The evaluation of effectiveness examines what 

was accom.plished in relation to the statement of program goals 

and project objectives. Process evaluation aims at under-

standing hov,j" and why the overall program and individual 

projects work or do not work. 

Sources of program and project documentation availableto 

the evaluation team included operating data maintained by 

the individual projects;;quarterly reports submitted to the 

Mayor's Office of Criminal Justice by project directors; 
51 

Chapter VIII (Security and Police Protection) of the reportf' 

of the Master in the casl~ of Perez v .. Boston Housing '",.M.l.thority , 

ca. 09096, with supportihg documents; crime statistics 

released by--the .. -_B.oston p;olice Department and tabulated by 

* Ibid. 

I 
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the Boston Housing Authority's Central Securiti Office; and 

the pre-program victimization survey data gathered by-a private 

consulting firm. These data bases welre supplemented by in-

formation drawn from on-site observation and interviews with 

key persons from the following groups: project governing 

boards; project staffs; fiscal agents; Boston Housing Authority 

personnel, including Central Security Office staff and housing· 

development managers; public housing Tenant Task Force leaders; 

Boston Police Department personnel, including Poli.ce District 

Commanders, Community Relations Officers and Team Police 

leaders; and representatives of public and private agencies 

3erving the housing developments. 

The evaluation was constrained by a serious lack of hard 

data. The limitations of reported police statistics and of 
.- -~ -

the victimization survey are discussed in Chapter VI. In 

addition, in some security projects, especially that at 

Mission Hill, there has been essentially no record keeping; 

at Commonwealth the record keeping has been less than compre-

hensive and systematic. Direct observation was impossible in 

the case of the project at Mission Hill, which terminated 

before the beginning of this evaluation. Moreover, the 

Voluntary Resident Patrol Project was functioning to any 

significant extent in only one of the four developments 

(Commonwealth) during the course of the evaluation. Inter-

viewing, especially in reference to projects at the Mission 
I 
{ 
l \ . -
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Hill developments, reveal~d discrepancies between the recall 

of various participants concerning past events, an& reports 

written in the past. 

Finally, certain trends and events occurred during the 

process of the security demonstration program that affected 

the impact of the several projects. The most significant-

of these intervening variables were BHA decisions regarding 

maintenance and renovation in individual developments, 

resident turnover patterns and rates, and changes by the 

Police Department as to coverage of public housing develop-

ments. These will be discussed in the last chapter of the 

report. 

The balance of this report is divided into five chapters. 

~ Chapers II through V deal respectively with the Columbia Point 

• 

Community Security Project, the Commonwealth Community 

Security Project, the Mi~sion Hill Safe~y and Security Inter

vention Project, and the Voluntary Resident Patrol Project. 

In these chapters the impact of the proj ects are describ'ed 

both in terms of effort and effectiveness. Columbia Point 

is treated in greater detail than the other demonstration 

projects for several reasons: its records a~e most complete, 

the components related to security are both more ambitious 

and more contrQversial, and the possibility of BHA~ extension 

of the demonstration period has always appeared mOre likely . 
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Chapter VIaddresses the demonstration program as a whole, ,: 
~nd is essentially an evaluation from the perspective of 

process. 

.' 

! 
\ 
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CHAPTER II 

COLmllBIA POINT COMMUNITY SECURITY PROJECT 

Project Goals and Strategies 

Goals for thi·s security proj ect adhered closely to tw·o 

conclusions drawn from analyses of reported crime, 

victimization and offender data: Most of the serious re-. 

ported crimes committed at the Columbia Point housing develop-

ment consisted of robbery, burglary, larceny and auto theft, 

marking crimes against property as the dominant pattern of 

illegal behavior; and most of the offenders involved in such 

crimes against property were male residents between the ages 

of 14 and 21. 

Thus, the stated principal goals of the Columbia Point 

~ security project were both the reduction of crime against 

• 

property an~ the reduction in the number of youthful offenders, 

whil~ an· imp·lied goa~ was the reduc tion of the fear so pre-

* valent in the lives of Columbia POint residents. 

The comprehensive security plan sought to aChieve the 

above goals through four major components: 

1. A self-help, community-based, security-oriented 

organization of residents,sponsored by and accountable to 

the Columbia Point Community Development Council (the 

governing body of the onsite Area Planning Action Council), 

to carry out components of the security plan~ to coordinate 

follow-up security planning efforts·and to continue cultivation 

* Workplan for Columbia Point Security Program submitted to the 
Mayor's Safe Streets Act Advisory Committee by the Columbia 
Point Security Task Force, pp. 6-7. 

" 
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o'f mutual assistance and r'esident involvement in crime' pre-

vention and community education activities. 

2. A community services component, ~onsisting of 

an unarmed security patrol unit, to augment protective services 

provided by the Police Department by observing, r'eporting 

and following up incidents affecting persons and p~opertY,and 

by perforrning emergency services and special services related 

to the security function. 

3. A youth advocacy services component, to fill 

the unmet needs of older youtp -- mainly those who were out 

of' school and unemployed or otherwise delinquency prone -- in 

regard to educational opportunities, training and employment 

choices, and criminal justice alternatives. 

4. A low-frequency, development-based radio station, 

to enhance resident and agency communications witbin the 

housing development and to meet various needs of the community 

security project for transmitting reliable, timely information 

to residents. 

A somew'hat complicated but definitive f).lnding arrangement, 

surnmarized in the table below, was negotiated to finance the 

four components of the community security plan. A contract 

between the Boston Housing Authority and the Mayor's Office 

of Criminal Justice authorized a U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA) grant of $120,000 to support two 

strategies in the plan during the period of May 1, 1975 to 

June 30;1976 -- the community organization component c'J.nd the 
~ 

1\ . 
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community services or patrol component. This contract was 

subsequently amended to extend the period of performance to 

November 30, 1976 and to increase the total LEAA grant to 

$153,720.55. The Boston Housing Authority demonstrated its 

own commitment to improving security at Columbia Point by 

folding the entire security plan into its application to 

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 

for large-scale renovation of this development und~r the so-

called Target Projects Program (TPP), thereby guaranteeing 

the remaining financial re~uirements for the security plan. 

Although responsible City officials, with the Mayor's written 

approval, had agreed to set aside 15 slots for the Boston 

Housing Authority under Boston's Public Employment Program 

to staff the security patrol" the Autho.rity never received 

* its allocation. . Once TPP funds were assured from HUD, hOvol-

ever, these positions were added to BHA's TPP grant payroll. 

The entire project cost was picked up by the BRA after its 

November 30 termination, and although the first phase of. the 

RUD grant for TPP terminates on March 31" 1977, BRA officials 

are optimistic about a grant extension that could include 

funds for continued finanCing of the community security project. 

* This commitment was affirmed in a letter of January 15, 1975 
from the Mayor of Boston to the Assistant Secretary for Housing 
Management (HUD) as part of the application from the BHA to 
participate in HUD's Target Projects Program. The Public 
Employment Program originated under Title II of 'the Comprehen-

!,sive Employment and Training Act, an~~ is financed with funds 
from the U. S. Department of Labor . 

-- -.-., 
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Columbia Point 
Security Project-Funding Sources 

LEAA Grant TPP Grant 

Component 
(Mayor's Office of (Boston Housing 
Criminal Justice) Authority) 

Security Task Force Staff $ 49,160 

Community Security Services 70,840 $157,360a 

Unit 

Radio 

Youth 

Station 12;OOOb 

Advocacy Services 51,288 

Totals $120,000c $220,648 

a. Includes estimated salary equivalents o·f $102,00 
and estimated fringe benefit equivalents of 
$15,300. 

b. Excludes $10,000 available from LEAA security 
planning grant to U/Mass.-Boston for radio 
station equipment in 1974. 

c. Excludes $33,720.55 in additional LEAA funds 
through a contract amendment authorized by 
vote of the BHA on August 25, 1976, that also 
extended the grant period through November 30, 
1976. 

Project Implementation 

As the security.project moved from its planning phase to 

its operational period, there were important, shifts in 

patterns of institutional accountability. Once the Boston 

.' 

, . , . 

Total 

$ 49,160 

228,200 

12,000 

51,288 

$340,648 

• 

Urban Observatory had completed all technical assistance assign

'ments on behalf of the Security Task Force (by the end of 

April 1975), the Boston .Housing Authority succeeded the 

University of Massachusetts at Boston as LEAA grantee and· 

assumed the role of fiscal agent for implementation of the 

securitt project. Under the plan a reconstituted Secu~ity 
1\ 

" ¢." 
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Task Force was to supervise and monitor the security project. 

• Membership was to be restricted to resident and community-o 

• 

based agency representatives appointed by the Columbia 

Point Community Development Council (CPCDC), With ex-officio 

membership for public and private law enforcement agencies 

operating on the Columbia Point peninsula: the Boston Police 

Department) BHA Central Security Office and University 

of Massachusetts-Boston Security Department. 

The BHA thus kept the project sponsorship intact, 

despite the fact that all sources of financing for the security 

project were now under its own control a~' grantee. for both 

LEAA and HUD funds. However, the Authority did strengthen 

its participation in project implementation by the .assignment 

of its .TPP liaison officer to attend meetings of the Security 

Task Force~ and the retaining of the Director of BHA's Central 

Security Office as an active ex-offi\Jo member of the Security 

Task Force. The latter had helped shepherd the security 

project through its tortuous planning process, and was one of 

its outspoken advocates. 

During the 19 months in which the seourity project at 

Columbia Point operated as an LEAA demonstration (May 1975 to.· 

November 1976), the first six months or so are best q,escribed 

as a transitional stage ,with most efforts during t)lis
li 

period 
;/ . ~ . 

directed tm'Tard establishing credibility for its reconstituted 

community security organization, and making the securit# 
• It 

project operational and visible as soon as possible to 

/1 
I! 

/1 
/' 

~~! ·5 
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compensate for the relativel.y long planning period. Decisions 

made during the transitional stage contain seeds that shaped ~! 
the forces and explain the difficulties that emerged once 

the project was fully operational. 

Cornnunity Security Organization 

An important strategy of the Co.lumbia Point security 

project was its so-called community organization component 

consisting of the reconstituted Security Task Force and a 

paid support staff of three Community Liaisons working under 

the Project Director. It i'1aS hoped that the Secur:tty Task 

Force, representative of the residential community and of 

on-site agencies serving the community, could provide the re-

quired leadership and monitoring essential for implementing 

the security project, for continuing security planning and 

for related community organization and education. There was 

also an implied hope that Task Force efforts would help in 

combatting resident apathy, counteract the accelerated trend 

of resident outmigra~ion and improve relationships between 

the community and the criminal justice system. 

According to the workplan the support staff or community 

organization unit was to assist the Security Task Force in 

carrying out the following activities: ,(1) servicing and 

recruiting staff for this unit and supervisory staff for 

other components of the security project; (2) supervision 

and coordination of operational planning for all project 

.' 

i 
! t 
i : 

.' 
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components; (3) design and implementation of security 

education and informational services; (4) providing continuing 

liaison with Police District 11 and with BHAis Central 

Security Office; (5) providing continuing liaison with the 

Columbia Point Community Development Council through its 

Administrative and Program Planning Committees; (6) providing 

technical assistance and staff services to the Security Task 

Force -- planning and conducting Task Force meetings, contract 

monitoring, planning and program development, proposal pre-

paration, fund-raising; (7) budget expenditure control; (8) 

progress report preparation; (9) directi'on of fund-raising 

* for radio station development (Phase II). 

Logistical problems of one kind or another taxed the 

~ capacities of the re-constituted Security Task Force and of 

its top-level staff throughout the pre-operational periqd. 

• 

Delays were encountered in the delivery of requisitioned 

office furniture and equipment. Not only was the initial 

project office found to be vulnerable to breaking and enter

ing, requiring the installation of steel. window grills, but 

the chronic failure of the heating system and flooding caused 

by broken pipes forced a move to another headquarters office. 

The two vehicles for the security project were ordered in 

August 1975, but did not become available until seven months 

later. The project's radio communications equipment did not 

arrive until November 1975 . 

* Ibi~J p. 12-13. 
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when finally delivered, looked so much like those worn -by 

the Police Department's Tactical Patrol Force that they 

generated threats from certain segments of the Columbia Point 

community. 

Critical as the above logistical issues may have been 

to smoc,th launching and effective 6peration, most of the 

problems faced by the security project throughout the demon-

stration period may be traced to staffing policies that were 

molded during the early months of the demonstration project. 

A major set-back to progress of the security project 

during the transitional period _came with the termination 

of the Project Director by the Security Task Force after only 

four months of service. Conflicting reasons were cited for 

his dismissal in September 1975. It is most likely that 

his efforts to broaden and revise the scope of the project 

from security-related services to activities more heavily 

directed toward social change and action were not only per-

ceived as threats to ,prevailing community leadership at the 

housing development, but as designed confrontations with 

neighboring communities. There was also a concern amo~g 

Task Force members'that diversion from the project's goals 

and program components might jeopardize its continued 

funding. 

The firing of the Project Director may have b~en related 

to the assumption by the chairman of the Security Task Force 

of the bosition of CPCDC chairman. While this tour de force 
U 

, 

.' 
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eased the transition for the security ~roject by facilitating 

the somew'hat complicated community accountability mechanism, 

it also eliminated the advantage of the CPCDC's serving as 

an independent check on its own Security Task Force, as 

envisaged in the security project workpla.n. 

What proved to be particularly injurious were the Task 

Force revisions of the original experience requirements in the 

job description for Community Service ~vorker. The Task Force 

added the phrase Ilbut not required'" to qualification guide-

lines that would have given preference to past experience, 

training and high school education, reflecting a community 

concern that residents would otherwise not qualify. This 

decision had the effect of downgrading already modest 

standards. Moreover, in too many cases, often because of 

pressures from certain persons on the, Task Force on beh<;!.lf of 

individual applicants, inadequate attention was given to 

prior police 'records and later on, to demonstrated patterns 

of irresponsibility and poor work habits. 

The seeds of chronic staff turnover were 15m-Tn during 

these first few months of operation. Some well qualified 

recrui ted staff, delayed by cumbersome BHA payrpll procedures, 

lost interest by the time their hiring became effective. 

Others were hired who proved to be completely unreliable 

and had to be eventually suspended and/or terminated.. Most 
, . 

of the terminations(lO for cause from~April-September») did 
I 

not occur, however, until 1976, when ;the project was i,n full 

,;.! 
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operation and staff discipline was b~ing considerably 

tightened up. The cumulative effect,Oof these hiring patterns ,. 

and of the subsequent high level of staff turnover (resigna-

tions of competent persons for better jobs or educational 
r 

opportunities" and forced resignations of i.ncompetent persons) 

w~s distrust on the part of residents and police officers 

serving the Columbia Point development as to the serious-

ness of the community security project. Such distrust 

lingered throughout the life of the demonstration period. 

By the time the project was in full operation the Security 

Task Force was at a low point of enthusiasm and participation . 
. ' 

Both external and internal forces contributed to weakening 

the initial zeal and relatively active involvement of the 

* final planning period, March ~ May, 1975. 

* . Fur example, whereas the Security Task Force convened seven 
times between March 19, 1975 (its first organizational, me!eting as 
a reconstituted body) and May 2, 1975, the freqUency of meetings 
(originally designated as once a month)d.ecTined between the 
latter date.and November 1975, during which period only four 
meetings were held). Moreoye,l',attendance at. such meetings was . 
often below the quorum level. By the end of October 1975, the 
chairman and vice-chairman of the Security Task Force saw the 
need for re-invigorating the energies of the'Security Task Force 
because of the failure of many Task Force members to attend 
scheduled meetings. An October 28th letter from the vic~
chairman to all members reminded them of ·the striking contrast 
between aqtive board participation dU:;'.:!:.l}K. th~':""~fL~.l.v:_~nring months 
of project planning and the declining; .p~pJ~.i.9;i.p'atiQ.n_r_a.:tes during 
the fall months. The letter requested 'members to submit . 
memoranda of their intent to continue membership or to resign. 
Since a complete record of Task Force meeting minutes is. not 
available, there is no way to tell which scheduled meetings were 
actually held with proper quorums and who attended such meetings~ 
Available data indicates that during late 1975 meetings were 
scheduled for October 1 and 22, November 5 and 19, arid 

j .. 
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Concern about Task Force lethai'gy emerged again late in 

1976 and steps were taken to str~ngthen the board. Several 

vacancies on the Task Force were filled in November with long-

time residents. Plans were also being laid for filling the 

remaining vacancies before the year was out~ and to add as an 

ex-officio member of the Task Force the BRA staff relocation 

officer in the Target Projects Program at Columbia Point. 

The latter move was designed to improve liaison beti'leen the 

BHA and the security project, particularly on impending 

nuisance tenant ev~.ctions, and to compensate for the infre-

quent and irregular attendance at Task Force meetings of the 

BHA's Director of the Central Security Office. While the' 

latter did not frequent Security Task Force meetings, he has 

• nevertheless played an important day-to-d~y advisory role 

• 

for the project directorship, thereby somewhat offsetting the 

temporary inactivity of the Task Force. The reactivated Task 

Force has found itself somewhat at odds with some guidelines 

suggested by the CSO Director, especially those regarding the 
" 

degree .. to which Community Ser'vice Workers should stick out 

(footnote con't) 

December 10 and 17. There is no evidence ,:that these meetings 
were held. The records do show that Task Force meetings 
occurred on January 21 and February 25, 1976~ Subsequent 
meetings were to take place monthly from April through June, 
1976, but if the meetings were held, minutes or notes were 
not taken. In fact,there is no record of a Security Task Force 
meeting between February 25, 1976 and November 9; 1976. ' 

" 
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their own necks in reporting on drug traffic. 

Throughout the duration of the demonstration, the 

Community Liaisons have provided a variety of linkages 

between the security project and residents of the housing 

development, and between the security project and community 

agencies. They attend regularly scheduled and ad hoc meetings 

of communi~y agencies. (Regular weekly meetings are held by 

the Columbia Point Health Association and the Columbj,a Point 

Alcohol Program.) They have played key roles in special 

security .education and informational efforts -- along with the 

Community Service Workers, making 600 direct contacts during 

the. transition period to orient residents to project goals 

and proposed activities; preparing and disseminatihg two 

security project newsletters (in June 1976 a~d December 1976); 

and preparing and distributing leaflets to residents informing 

them of the security project and its availability as a source 

of help on housing emergency and security problems. The 

Community Liaisons have participated in informal discussions 

with residents about the security patrol and about the team 

effort of the Boston Police Department, explaining the advan

tages of these security services. On request they schedule 

escort services through use of the project's vehicles, as 

well as emergency transportati~n to rapid transit stations 

and hospitals. They also assist the Community Service 

\'lorkers in writing up reports about incidents ;and offenders 

and cor~elate crime statistics gathered by the security 

(' 
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project with official crime data from the Police.Department. 

One of the Community Liaisons has dealt in a specialized 

way with tenants in the cluster of high-rise, elderly 

resident buildings, arranging for security services'coordinated 

with the delivery of their hot lunches and the operation of 

a mobile food market. One of the more r.ecent responsibilities 
~i 

of' the Community Liaisons has been working with BRA staff on 

gathering documentation required for proceedings by the BHA 

with selective evictions of nuisance tenants. Liaison between 

the security project and the commanding officers of District 11 

and the pew team police unit has been handled more 

appropriately by the Security Task Force itselr and top-level 

project staff the Project Director and the supervisor of 

the security patrol -- .rather than by a Community Liaison, 

as ~riginally intended in the workplan. 

At the close of the demonstration peri6d only two of 

the three Community Liaison positions were filled -- the 

Spanish-speaking bilingual Community Liaison had resigned 

in September 1976 to return to Puerto Rico and his vacancy 

has not been filled. The two current Liaisons (one male and. 

one female) are long-standing residents of the Columbia Point 

housing development. 

Community Patrol 

Most of the detai;Led workplan for the Columbia POint 

security project pertained to its strategic centtrpiece, the 
;I ,i 
" 
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Community Security Se"['vices Unit. Originally conceived as 

an unarmed".resident patrol to augment protective services 

provided by the Police Department, but without powers of 

arrest, this unit was to carry out a variety of surveillance 

and related security activities within those sections of 

Columbia Point under BHA .,jurisdiction. 'Under polic"y and 

procedural guidelines to be developed by the Project Director 

and the unit Supervisor in collaboration with the BHA's 

Central Security Office, the patrol wa;3 to be responsible for 

(1) the observation and patrolling of designated structures, 

activities and areas; (2) reporting.to appropriate law en-

fO.rcement agencies incidents requiring their intervention, 

investigation and/or follow-up; (3) responding to resident 

em~rgency needs; (4) perfor~ing special security-related 

functions escort services, emergency medical services, 

finding lost children, etc.; (5~ coordinating and facilitating 

communications among intra-area security services on the 

Columbia Point peninsula; (6) developing constructive relation-

ships with youth; and (7) providing stand-by' traffic control 

assistance to the Police Department- as requested and ne~ded. 

The workplan proposed the following general guidelines 

for implementing operations of the Community Security 

Services Unit: (1) a l5-person patrol; (2) a supervisory 

and support staff consisting of a supervisor, operations 

manager, three field supervisors and two dispatchers; 

r: 
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(3) an intensive one-month basic training period followed up 

, by a 3-month period of on-the-job training; (4) 7-day week 

coverage on two shifts, with staff deployed as determined by 

need and experience; (5) ti'10 patrol cars to back up 'walking 

and/or stationary beats, to facilitate patrol supervision and 

to accommodate escort services, emergencies, etc. 

During the period of transition from July through' 

September of 1975, the limited number of employed Community 

Service Workers, (the full complement of 15 patrol members 

plus supervisory staff were not available until November 1975), 

carried out experimental patrol routines without uniforms, 

communications equipment or ,patrol vehicles during a single 

shift from noon to 8:00 p.m. To enhance their community 

eduQation efforts and to exp~nd the visibility of their 

activities throughout the housing development, members of 

the patrol began to provide escort s?rvices to vendors making 

deliveries to residents (food, furniture, cleaning, etc.), 

and took the initiative in securing an on-site office to 

facilitate the delivery of food stamp services. 

During November and December '1975, the Security Services 

Unit staff conducted a comprehensive survey of all buildings 

at the housing development, checking doors leading to roofs, 

entrances and vacant apartments used as hangouts. The over
~ 

all purpose of the survey was to detect security and/or 

safety hazards, to identify drop-off points for stolen goods 

'. I 
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and to gather intelligence concerning types and locations 

of vandalism and patterns of illegal activities. 

With fe~T important exceptions, the Community Security 

Services Unit has operated within the intent and guidelines 

of the original workplan since November 1975, by which time 

the Unit ~TaS in full uniform and ope.r.ating w'ith radio equip-

ment. During a few weeks in November 1975 an al·ternating , 
three-shift, three-team deployment model was tried, with 

each team working three early shifts, ro~ated to three late 

shifts, followed by three days off. Since mid-November the 

patrol has been on a 6-day, (Monday-Saturday) 16 hours per 

day arrangement with.two shifts -- one shift on duty from 

1:00 to 9:00 P.M.; the other from 9:00 P.M. to 5:00 A.M. This 

concentration of patrol activity coincides w:i,.th the peak 

periods of reported crimes and incidents. Community Service 

Workers are assigned to one Qf the two shifts and there 

is no rotation. A skeleton patrol force is maintained during 

the relatively quiet .Sunday. The unit Supervisor assumes 

responsibility for the first shift; the Oper~tions Manager 

provides supervision on the late shift. 

While not specified in plan guidelines, the 

regular patro~ effort has always been a horizontal or street 

patrol. During normal procedure patrol activity consists of 

walking beats and the stationing of Workers at certain 

hazardous locations during periods when incidents are likely 

to occu~-- the senior citizens center, day care center, 
1 l 
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health center during closing hours, and elderly buildings 

during the operation of a hot lunch service between 11:00 

A.M. and noon. First shift patrol members also provide escort 

services to vendors, contractual personnel (exterminators, 

overtime carpenters, etc.), employees of community agencies 

and BHA employees. The volume of escort services declined 

from an average of five per day in 1975 to two per day during 

late 1976. On the late night shift a motor patrol cove.rs 

designated points every half hour and responds to calls. 

During the 5:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. perio~patrol activity 

is not ~cheduled since few incidents take place, and someone 

is always available in the security project office to answer 

the telephQne and handle emergency requests. 

Temporary shifts in patrol sehedules and deployment have 

been made from time to time in response to emergencies and 

special needs, such as a rash of break and entries and 

vandalism of community agency facilities. For example, after 

the murder of an exterminator in November 1975, employees 

a t Columbia Point demanded great,er protection going to and 
',I' 

from work. To .deal with this heightened climate of fear, 

the Community Service Workers were switched to two shifts, 

beginning at 8:00 A.M. and ending at midnight. Deployment 

also changed in response to an April 1976 intrusion into the 

housing development of vehicles carrying young outsiders, 

and the res~ltant confrontations with reSidents, rock

throwing an:d related incidents. The security patrol doubled 
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its night-hours shift, maintaining a skeleton force during 

the day~ and worked in collaboration with the Youth Advocates 

to break up assemblies of older youth groups and to ease 

tensions by counselling and street work. Expecting an un-

prece~ented increase in incidents stimulated by the 

aggravations of excessive temperatur,es and humidity. and the 

limitation of constructive outlets for youth, the security 

managers revised the patrol patterns and schedules for the 

1976 summer season. Instead of the usual rotation arrange-

ment of three groups of Service Workers, patrols were con

centrated during the 4:00 P.M. - 3:00 A.M. period to provide 

greater visibility during the hours in which difficulties 

were most anticipated, and patrol routes were revised to 

give Workers smaller and more manageable sectors for operation 

and survei~lance. These temporary changes proved effective 

against intrusions from outside the housing development and 

for coping with internal situations. 

The communicatio,ns system of the security project con

sists of a two-way radio linked to five walkie-talkie units 

carried by Community Service Workers on patrol. Two 

Dispatchers operate the system from the headquarters office 

of the security project during the morning hours and through 

the first shift that ends at 9:00 P.M. On the late shift 

and c weekends, a Community Service Worker is assigned to 

the dispatcher function. When a call comes in from a resident, 

the DisRatcher records the name and telephone number of the 
! \ •. 
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caller and transmits this information to the Service \vorker 

nearest to the addr8ss. -The latter is required to check the 

matter out and to call back the Dispatcher with the facts 

concerning the incident, indicating whether police assistance 

is required. The Dispatcher, in turn, calls the police. " . 
The response time in this procedure ranges from three to 

six minutes. According to one Dispatcher~ police response 

time has been reduced from about 20 to 25 minutes to an average 

of 10 to 15 minutes since the Team Police has been at 

Columbia Point. 

The Security Services Unit did not receive its basic 

training program until the end of May 1976, \V'hereas the 

original plan wa~ to conduct this training soon after appoint-

• ment and orientation. The basic training program was a 12-

hour sequence conducted over a three-day period at the Boston 

Police Academy. Twenty-four staff members participated at 

a total cost of about $1600. The courses included basic law,ob. 

serving and reporting crime classification, surveillance 
~ . 

methods, report writing, techniques for securing areas where 

crimes are committed, self-defense (including the use of 

batons), forms of weaponry, narcotics, team policing, and 

the role of security staff in a public housing community 

with a discussion between Team Police and security project 

personnel. Staff of the Bromley Heath security project also 

participated in this training program and the two g~oups were 

(\ ,\ 
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able to share common interests and experiences. 

vlhile participants cqncluded that the Police Academy 

training was useful~ its impact on the Unit's overall skill 

level was dissipated by the high rate of staff attrition. 

Of tbe, 24 staff persons in the security project who were 

exposed to the basic training (four refused to attend and 

were terminated), as of the end of November 1976 only 

13 were :st;i.ll wo'.rki,P.g ;i,nt.he' 'Columb'ia' 'Point :se'curity project, 

only six of whom were direct'iy involved in 'patrol act:iviti'es. 

While awaiting the formal basic training program, 

senior staff members of the security project arranged for 

other types of training activities, both through the enlist-

ment of outside resources and through the use of in-house 

staff. These included training in self-defense techniques 

conducted by a Columbia Point resident who was a certified 

Ju-Jitsu instructor; human relations training by a 

University of Massachusetts faculty member ir1 such areas as 

general counseling, conflict resolution, observation skills, 

drug counseling, and rape prevention; and on-the-job 

training by top level security project staff in problem-

solving and communications techniques for supervisory 

personnel. 

Most of the Community Service Workers and Dispatchers 

who have worked with the Unit since its inception have been 

residents of the housing development. By the end of the 
i . 
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delnonstration period there were only three Spanish-speaking 

staff members (compared to nine workers at one point in time)--

one Field Supervisor and two Service Workers. This paralle) .. s 

a decline in the total number and proportion of Spanish-

speaking heads of household at Columbia Point from 276 and 

29 percent to 88 and 16 percent of the occupied household 

units. The three females in the original group of Community 

• 
Service Workers had been eliminated by November 1976 through 

terminations and resignations. Plans were being made to 

appoint two female Community Service \vorkers during December 

1976. 

Youth Advocacy Services 

The youth advocacy component of the security project 

emerged from an analysis that concluded that (1) more than 

half of all arrests for serious crimes committed at Columbia 

Point involved persons below the age of 21, most of them 

male; (2) low educational achievement, high unemployment and 

low i~come were among the important causes of youth offender 

behavior; and (3) youth who were between 17 and 21 years of 

age, out of school and out of work, were grossly under-served. 

The underlying concept of the youth advocacy strategy. 

was that a special· group of outreach workers would intervene 

on behalf of youth with their parents, youth-serving ~nstitu

tions and other agencies influencing the lives of bard-to-

reach, delinquency-prone youth. Originally, this four-member 

", .. 
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staff was supposed to supplement youth-serving staff of t.he 

APAC" but the emergence of internal difficulties within the e' 
APAC" (exacerbated by the resignation of' its executive director 

and a major shift in the control of the CPCDC)" led to the 

decision to retain the youth advocacy services component 

as part of the security project. 

By January 1976, the youth advocacy component was de-

livering the range of services outlined in the workplan" and 

its staff has continued withln the demonstration per~od to 

comply with the spirit and intent of the workplan despite a 

number of difficulties: (1) the adverse impact on its cre.di

bili ty' caused by the resignation of the Coordinator for 

being involved with drugs (h~ had a significant prison record 

and had been on parole when hired);. this incident became vlorse 

when the Coordinator physicall¥ attacked the vic~-chai~man 

of the Security Task Force; (2) the relative inexperience 

of individual staff members; (3) the inability to recruit 

a Spanish-speaking Youth Advocate; and (4) staff turnover 

and shortages, especially during the fall mo~ths of 1976. 

Since the staff has been at full strength, each Advocate 

has been assigned to one of three specialized areas of 

service--education, employment and criminal justice. 

Advocates make contacts with youttJ, handle the referral of 

youth from law enforcement authorities and social service 

agencies, and seek out opportunities and resources needed by 

youth and their families, both within and outside the confines , . 
~ t . : 
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of Columbia Point. 

Among the significant referrals handled by the youth 

advocacy staff have been young persons picked up for trespass 

on the adjoining University of Massachusetts campus. Under 

established procedure:) young trespassers ~I}"ho are Columbia 

Point residents are warned and referred to the youth advocacy 

component. Experience indicates that there are few re-

peaters of trespassing following such referral. If the 

incident involves a crime, the offender is turned over to 

police authorities. A major focus of recent activity has 

been working with youth, parents and staff of the Bostop 

School Department to generate and process core (diagnostic) 

evaluation of potential special education (Chapter 766) 

students. Yout~ who are suspended from school or are ad~ 

judged to be truant are automatically referred for core 

evaluation. Advocates have estimated that 10 to 15 percent 

of youth at Columbia Point would be eligible for Chapter 766. 

Although Youth Advocates accompany and assist youth in 

court proceedings, including fighting or truancy problems 

arising from the school desegregation process., the security 

project has not yet succeeded in getting courts to recognize 

the youth advocacy services component as a legitimate follow

up resource. The Youth Advocate working in this criminal 

justice activity has coricen~rated on developing constructive 

working relationships with the probation offices ahd juvenile 

courts, and in securing legal assistance fo~ clients from 
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Greater Boston Legal Services, Inc. 

Alerting youth to job and training opportunities has 
", 

been carried out ma,inly through ".a monthly newsletter, pro-

duced cooperatively with other Columbia Point youth service 

and sqcial service agencies, that lists available jobs~ 

training programs and other information useful to job seekers. 

The Youth Advocate assigned to employment assists in the place-

ment of youth in a.t:ter-school en~ployment, in such training 

offerings as the Opportunities Industrialization Center, and 

in summer jobs, especially those through the Neighborhood 

Youth Corps. 

A special project planned and carried out by the Youth 

Advocates during the summer of 1976 was the so-called Youth 

Patrol -- the use of 22 school-attending trainees&ag~d 14' 

through 19, ~ enrolled and paid through the Neighbprhood Youth 

Corps, in the following roles: to assure that available 

recreation areas and facilities were accessible to and secure 

for users; to inform,youth of services and resources; to .assist 

in Summerthing activities conducted by the City of Boston; and 

to accompany regular Community Service, -Workers and. fill 

vacancies due tq. vacations or disciplinary action. Memb~rs of 

the Youth Patrol received training in self-defense, various 

aspects of patrol operations and procedures, youth service 

referral, and juvenile arrest and court procedures. They also 

sponsored car washes to raise funds for social events. 

i' 
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During the period between January and April, 1976,thC 

Youth Advocates were serving an average of only about 25 

clients per month, most of them with employment assistance 

and counseling. \vith the growing concern that not' enough 

contacts were being made:- the Coordinator of youth ,Advocacy 

Services establishec,in late April 1976, a standard of 15 new 

youth clients per month, and specific act i_vi ties were de-

signed to stimulate client contact generation~ cooking class, 

weekly movie s, basketball clini,c, college orientation, 

ne1'lsletter, bicycJ..e cJ..ub, sailiug program, et~. 

Experience to datet with youth offender behavior and 

youth advocacy efforts indicates that employment is the 

critical factor in coping with youth cri,me at Columbia Point. 

Illost of the employment requests come f~om in-school youth 

seeking after-school jobs in the non-sun~er months. ,Of the 

270 in-school Neighborhood youth Corps -(NYC) slots available, 

Columbia Point's 'allocation was only 14 during the 1975-76 

school year. The universe of need probably runs to several 

hundred. Job applications from out-of-school youth tend to 

be on the ,loW side 15 to 20 per month, probably be~ause 

of the realization by these youth that job and training 

opportunities for their group are so limited., Columbia Point 

did get a fair share of available NYC summer job slot,s ~-

some 320 :in the summer of 19-76 -- but even this quota fell 

short by 50 to 100, based on the total number of applications. 

" OJ 
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As the staff capacity of the Area Planning Action Council 

at Columbia Point was being restored during 1976, especially 

in its youth development anlJ. neighborhood employment compo-

nents, the Youth Advocates were interfacing their activities 

more closely with those of the APAC staff, as well as with 

the Youth Center of the Federated Dorchester Neighborhood 

Houses, Inc. Coordinated efforts of community-based agencies 

have been aimed at secur'ing full utilization and programming 

of the on-site City-operated recreation center (now open only 

for infoimal basketball), and reorganizing the center's 

sponsorship"'; planning and conducting trips for youth outside 

Columbia Point; and making referrals to job and training 

opportutlities, especia.lly to the summer Neighborhood youth 

Cprps program run by the APAC in 1976 when it serviced 320 

youth under 11 'supervisors. One of the outcomes of closer 

collaboration of the youth advocacy services of the security 

project with the You.th Center has been a temP9rary arrange

ment wh~reby Youth Advocates have voluntarily served as 

supervi~lor-counselors at the center four evenings a week to 

compensafte for a staff short?-ge~ Concern over agency juris-

diction at Columbia Point has subsided as youth-serving staff 
Ii 

have improved 'their linkages and cooperative efforts, 

understanding that each agency's survival may well depend 

on the effectiveness of the integration of agency activities. ' 
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Radio Station 

The one component of the security project at Columbia 

Point not in operation as of the end of the original demon-

stration period is the community-based, closed-circuit AM 

radio station. Reasons for the delay include difficulties 

in recruiting a radio station consultant, changes in system 

design recommended by a second consultant, contractual,; 

renovation of apartments immediately above security project 

offices for a radio station facility, and cumbersome pro-

cedures for the ordering and delivery of radio station' 

hardware and software. After a false start \vith, one radio 

station manager, another was hired as of May 1976 as a 

20-hour per week consultant. 

In reviewing the guidelines for a radio station contained. 

in the original Columbia Point security plan, the consultant 

concluded that a conventional system was more appropriate 

since it could use the existing power lines to transmit their 

signals. Moreover, he disagreed with the assumption that 

coupling the transmitters into the 12 distribution points 

would not allow the radio signal to reach the buildings, 

pointing out that many radio stations in the Boston area, 

including the one at Bromley Heath, used the method of 

coupling into the point that linked a number of build,ings 

together. He also emphasized that the interim need at 

COlumbia Point was for a technical manager, rather than a 

1/ 
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general manager, capable of supervising the following steps: 

(1) installation. and wiring of control room facilities; 

(2) installation of the transmitters in the buildings; and (3) 

purchase of needed telephone lines to feed audio to the 

transmitters. The consultant delineated the following roles 

and assignments for himself as technical consultant in 

carrying out the above steps: (1) conducting tests to deter-

mine the proper number, location and power requirements of 

t~ansmitters; (2) interfacing equipment in the control room 

with the studio facilities; (3) determining and arranging 

for the procurement of necessary hardware and software for the 

radio station; and (4) providing technical advice to BHA 

physical plant authorities on the construction and modification 

of the proposed facility and the installation of ad9itional 

electric wiring. He estimated that it would take about two 

person-months to complete his consultant work relating to 

the installation of the station,but that this estimate 

depended on the time frame for deljvery o·f the equipment and 

related services. He also calculated that the radio station 

installation itself would cost about $14,000,as compared with 

the original estimate of $29,000. 

Because of the delays in preparation of the station 

facility and delivery of equipment (the transmitters, 

transmitter cabinets and microphones did not arrive until 

late November 1976), the radio station (WCPR) is not likely 

f . 
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to be operative until February 1977. It is expected to 

operate initially only during the evening hours from 5:00 P.M. 

to midnight. Once the station is in full operation with an 

adequate number of volunteers, programming will extend from 

9:00 A.M. to midnight. 

Meanwhile, the consultant has been making preliminary. 

programming and operational plans. Basic to these efforts 

was to be a community impact survey to help determine~esi-

dent expectations from and programming interests in the 
. 

radio station. The overall response was highly disappoint-

ing, as only' 24 residents completed and returned the 

* questionnaire. 

Nevertheless, the radio station consultant anticipates 

~ _ that the facility will be a strong motivating force for 

• 

resident youth, both in operational and programming oppor-

tunities. His plans include the training of the Youth 

Advocates of the security project as radio station trainers, 

eventually becoming.completely responsible for the facility 

and it.·s operation, leaving the principal programming role to 

the radio station manager . Moreover, he 'would like to arrange 

* Seventy·-fi ve percent of the respondent s were women, and the 
average age was about 37. (Only two were of Hispanic origin.) 
~hey wer.e long time resid'ents of Columbia Point, having lived 
there for an average of' nine years. The quest.ionnaire· elicited 
information concerning current radio listening habits, 
preferences in timing and programming for WCPR, and the roles 
which respondents might want to play in operat.ing the station . 
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for hook-ups and exchange programs with the radio stations at 

the Bromley Heath housing development and at the University 

of Massachusetts/Boston campus. 

Project Impact 

Although there were some minor deviations from the 

original program design, and sec~rity activities varied in 

priority and intensity in response to changing condit~ons, 

the intervention of unanticipated forces, and deliberate 

policy choices by the Task Force and/or security project 

management, there was remarkably close adherence to the 

intent and substance of the workpla~ during the November 1975 

through November 1976 period of full operation. The relative 

inactivity of the Security Task Force during much of 1976, 

however, was an important exception to this rule. Among the 

outside factors explaining this erosion of enthusiasm and 

parti~ipation were difficulties within the CPCDC, the 

parent organiiation of the Security Task Force, as weli as with-

in the APAC staff (including the struggle for power within 

the CPCDC board structure, the turnover in the position of 

APA9 executive director, and attrition in APAC staff);and 

continuing tenant outmigration, including move-outs of a 

dwindling pool of community leaders and of residents with 

many years of tenure at Columbia Point. Added to these· 

external facto~~ were internal forces within the security 

project itself: controversy within the Security Task Force 
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over efforts of the first Project Director to redirect project 

goals and strategies; termination of the first Eroject Director 

early in Sep.tember 1975; and an unusual ra te of staff 

terminations and resignations, including some of the best 

people who ever worked for the project. From July through 

December, 1975, there were six terminations for cause and 

six resignations, most of the latter for better job or 

educational opportunities. 

Primary emphasis of Task Force deliberations has been on 

personnel policies, especially staff attrition, disciplinary 

actions, pe·riodic staff shortages, and complaints about staff 

productivity and visibility. That the Security Task Force 

as a whole and individual Task Force members have played in-

ordinate roles in personnel management, thereby weakening . 
...... _. -

the management prerogatives of the Project Director and other 

supervisory staff, ,pas emerged as a thorny issue. (In 

several cases the Task Force overturned management decisions 

to fire or suspend staff members.) Closely related to this 

concern over undue Task Force intrusion in personnel questions 
,-

has been the concern that this Task Force priority has 

diverted the attention of its membership from the considera

tion of security policy and performance monitoring responsi

bilities. The fact that one of the reasons for termination 

of the first :Project Director was his attempt to redirect 

project goals and strategies illustrates Task Force/staff 
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sensitivity to implementation of the proj ect in strict· 

accordance with workplan guidelines. This does not mean 

that confusion over goals and staff roles did not re-emerge 

from time to time. In fact throughout the demonstration 

perio~, the Task Force and security project management had 

to deal with staff misconc~ptions oyer not only behavioral 

standards, but also roles that interferred with effec~ive 

operation of project components. Thus not only were staff 

terminations caused by individual cases of nonfeasance, mis-

feasance and malfeasance (unauthorized, chronic absenteeism, 

leaving duty posts without permission, insubordination, 

dealing in or using drugs, passing of bad checks, purchasing 

alcoholic bp.v<=rages in "after-hours jOints") and resignations 

caused by the tightening up of discipline a~ a result of 

growing complaints about patrol visibility, but certain re-

signations were also generated by the refusal or inability 

of some staff members to shift role attitudes from. that of 

IIcommunity or~anizer", which seemed to be a misinterpretation 

of the job definition of Community Service Worker, to that 

of security worker. 

Representatives from the Police Department apd from 

the University of Massachusetts/Boston Campus Police have 

been ex-officio members of the Task Force since its recon-

stitution. During the course of the demonstration, security 

project manageps have made several efforts to improve 

:: 
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communication· and coordination with such complementary 

security services. These efforts have included meetings with 

the Captain of District 11 and his command staff to make them 

aware of the security project and its problems, to alert 

them to inadequate pol~ce response to reported incidents, 

and to work out more effective cooperative arrangements. The 

murder of an exterminator at Columbia Point in November 1975 

generated a strongly-worded letter from the Secur~ty Task 

Force to the Boston Police Commissioner and was undou.btedly 

one of many factors in the subsequent decision of the Police 

Department to reorganize the special public Housing Police 

Unit and to establish Team Police in several high-crime 

housing developments, including Columbia Point . 

Security at Columbia Point has been s~g~ficantly 

strengthened by the presence of the Team Police unit that 

got underway in March 1976, even though the Security Task 

Force was not made fully aware of the team police plan in 

advance of its establishment. This shift away from the 

relatively ineffective Police Public Housing Unit to the 

Team Police approach at Columbia Point and several other 

publi.c housing developments had also not been anticipated in 

planning the components of the community security project; '0 

The operational elements of the Team Polic~unit at Columbia 

Point are similar to ·tp.ose characteristic of models under-

taken in other cities: (1) a police patrol with geographic 



stability through the permanent assignment of a group of 

police officers to a small neighborhood; (2) maximum inter-

action among members of the police team, including close 

and regular internal communication among all officers 

assigned to the neighborhood; and (3) maximum interaction 

among members of the Team and neighborhood re'sidents to 

facilitate the flow and exchange of information, to assist 

in the identification of neighborhood problems and to em-

phasize the cooperative nature of the peacekeeping function. 

Activation of the Team Police has doubled the number of 

police officers previously patroll~ng Columbia Point to 12 

police officers, under a supervising Sergeant~ divided between 

two shifts during the period from 8:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. and 

operating from a patrol car. It has improved police response 

time to reported incidents, raised the quality of investi

gative activities in reported serious crim~s (the Team Police 

follow up every felon.y)~and increased the rate of crimes 

cleared by arrest. The Team Police operates from Columbia 

Point through an on-site office ivhich has an unmanned 

telephone and provides a facility for compiling reports. 

It is believed that as Columbia Point residents have 

become increasingly aware of the security project and the 

Team Police~ the reporting of crimes and related incidents 

to both of these groups has increased. 'This upward trend 

has occurred despite the prevalent strong community norms 

• 
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of tolerating certain kinds of illegal behavio~ and tradi

tional reluctance to report illegal acts for fear of 

retaliation. In fact.crimes reported to the security pro-

ject may not be reported to the police when the victim can 

be satisfied in having stolen goods returned through "street 

justice". The increase in reported crimes has been 

accompanied by a similar rise in calls for service -- sick-

ness assistance, housing emergencies, domestic problems, etc. 

Although the continuous presence~ visibili ty , 

performance and community orientation of the Team Police 

have generated a greater respect in residents for police 

servioe and a gradual improvement in community relations, 

the established tradition of mistrust and alienation among 

the minority poor in public housing developments continue 

to affect police-community relations. It was not surprising, 

therefore, to learn that the security project receives calls 

from some residents about robbery, breaking and entering, 

and other serious crimes against property prior to resident 

notification of the police. Moreover, the effectiveness of 

the lJ;1~am Police is impaired by fluctuations in its own 

manpower and by the attrition of black officers in the unit. 

By the early fall of 1976, Team'Police strength was down to 

seven officers~ 6f the three bla'ck officers with which the 

']eam ,Polic,e began operations,' only one remained' as of the 

end of November 1976. 

il 
ff 
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Except for the continuing participation of the super-

vising Sergeant of the Team Police in the security project 

through his role on the Security Task Force, there are 

relatively few direct contacts between Team Police·members 

and. Community Service ~vorkers or their immediate supervisors. 

Team Police do not consider security project staff a reliable 

source of intelligence on serious incidents, especially 

drugs, a major cause of violent crimes. Thus, although more 

intensive surveillance by the Team .Police has been accompanied 

by raids from time to time on suspected drug dealers (a new 

experience at Columbia Point which has reinforced positive 

resident attitudes toward police action), these raids have 

proved to be unproductive and a source of frustration for 

the Police Department. This frustration, in turn, has. cuI ti-, 

vated-the suspicion that security project staff know when 

drug drops are to be made at Columbia Point and that security 

staff ought to provide the Team Police with.such intelligence. 

Complicating this issue, however, is the policy, adopted by 

the Security Task Force in December 1975, that security staff 

should avoid involvement in drug traffic control because of 

the threats on the lives of staff members as a result of 

past experience. Security project managers, encouraged by 

the Director of the Central Security Office, have insisted 

that pdlice authorities are privy to more useful intelligence 
I l 4..; 
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about narcotics activity at the housing development than 

the security staff is,and that this serious area o~ law 

enforcement is more properly the province of the Police 

Department. 

The police understand the difficulties of'C·o'nlmunity· 

~erv±ce -Workers in facing up to relatives, friends and neigh-

bors whom they must report to the police authorities,and 

the disadvantages of Service 'vorlcers in deterring violators 

carrying dangerous ~eapons. A major reason for police 

distrust, however, is their knowledge that many Community 

Service Workers have police records>, and they seem to have 

limited confidence ~n rehabilitated inmates staying out 

of trouble,or in former drug users having "kicked the habit" • 

Conversely, security project staff point to instances of 
-~ -" -

insensitivity of Team Police to roles of Service Workers 

in certain critical situations .-- l-lhatever the perspective: 
(,-: 
,t 

there seems to be consensus that security at Columbia Point 

would benefit from greater cooperation and coordination of 

the Team Police and the security project. 

The security project at Columbia Point has achieved both 

community recognition and the acknowledgement of law enforce

ment agencies that it is a legitimate crime prevention inst.i

tuion. However, it still has some way to go before re;aching 

full potential as an e,ffecttve community watch, as a 
.) 

trusted and compatible adjunct to the Team Police and as a 

I:: 
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reliable resource of intervention on behalf of delinquent 

and hard-to-reach youth. Even the most severe critics of 

security project policies and performance concede the 

significance of proj ect components for the feeling of \'1ell-

being among residents, while also citing past and current 

weaknesses of project staff and activities. Such nritics 

applaud the conti~uing sensitivity of the Security Task Force 

to negative feedback, especially to e~pressions of mistrust 

and skepticism about operational effectiveness raised by 

individual Task Force members. themselves, impacted BHA 

staff, and representatives of secu~ity project funding 

sources. They also are heartened by the Task Force's 

demonstrated capacity for self-examination and renewal and 

for dealing decisively with serious lapses of staff perform-

ance and embarrassing deterioration of important institutional 

relationships. There is greater awareness within the Task 

Force, as reflected in the attitudes of the changing 

membership, of the interrelationship among resideilt confi-

dence, police trust~ institutional cooperatio~ performance, 

coherent Task Force policies, strong management and depend-

able, trained personnel. 

Except for the radio station, due to become operational 

in February 1977, . each component of the security proj ect 

was in place and functioning at the close of the demonstration 

" 

.' 

period. Extension of the project after the end of November 

1976 has been accomplished by agreement of th'eBoston Housing 
\1 • " i .. ' ~ 
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Authority to pick up the total cost as part of the HUD-

assisted Target Projects Program, which had been supplying 

the majority of program costs during the demonstration period. 

There have been advantages and disadvantages for security 

project implementation in the emerging trend whereby the BHA 

is being thrust more deeply into community security invo~ve-. 

ment at Columbia Point. Until now the Authority, mindful 

of policies and regulations of federal and state funding 

agenc~es which suggest that, eXQept for emergencies, security 

is a municipal function, has resisted assuming any signifi

cant budgetary commitment for' sec uri ty services. ThEf new 

BHA role in security at Columbia Point could thus be con

sidered a positive development with far-reaching Lmplications 

for improved tenant services. 

BHA sponsorship of security project- operations has not 

always been appreciated, however. Offsetting disadvantages 

were deeply felt by the security pr'oj ect as it first moved 

into operation. Implementation had to, abide by BHA payroll 

and procurement policies and procedures, long-standing bureau-

craticarrangements that proved frustrating to an impatient, 
:, 

ambitious security proje6}t stB,ff. 

As a result of the BHA extension, the Sec~rity Task 

Force has been strengthening its own role and perform?'~i(§~ 
(,/ 

,\ 
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by filling vacancies with trustworthy community resident 

representatives and by closer institutional ties with TPP 

management and BHA management. Task Force leadership has 

evaluated the quality of the security project management 

and supervision with a view to adopting and enforclng new 

standards of :performance and inspiring greater confidence 

of' police authorities in the project's security operations. 

There is grow'ing evidence . that the 'Task, Force is ready to 

confront the difficult issues facing the project at the 

f!~nd of the demonstration: (1) eliminating the remaining, 

'non-·product:iill'e "'bad apples" from the security project staff; 

,(2) insis!ting on greater objectivity by patrol staff in 

.:observing a.nd reporting illegal behavior; (3) cooperatmg 

with BHA matl.agement in eliminating the dwindling but hard-

core group of resident offenders who must be dealt with 

through nui,sance eviction proceedings, in order to reverse 

the long-prevailing dlimate of fear among residents; 

(4) improving Gommunications with and reporting to Team 

Police at all levels, particularly at the street level; and 

(5) establishing standards to guide the performance of the 

under-utilizec1 but potentially important youth advocacy _ .~~ . 

. services component. 

I' 
I, 
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CHAPTER III 

COMMONWEALTH COML'VlUNITY SECURITY PROJECT(CCSP) 
,i 

Project Goals and Strategies 

The project plan presented by the Allston-Brighton Area 

Planning Action Council(APAC) defined the Commonwealth Community 

Security Project as a "security related social service program" 

with the purpose of working "to reduce the fear and tension 

that leads to crime, and work toward an atmosphere of healthy 

growth among the Tenants of Fidelis WaY,1t 

More specifically, the goals of the CCSP are 
to reduce the number of crimes (both reported 
and not reported) in the development to lessen 
the fear of crime in the minds of tenants and 
to lessen opportunities to commit crimes and 
to mobilize other resources and other agencies 
in the greater community and. the City of Boston 
to work with the cgsP to deal with Commonwealth 
security problems . 

The plan recQmmended implementation ~f four strategies 

to fulfill objectives geared toward various subgroups of the 

resident population. A community security and education 

component aimed at building.a sense of concern about crime in 

the community as a whole as well as in individuals, to generate 

greater mutual and self-protection. A second strategy 

oriented toward the Spanish-speaking residents of the project 

was designed to accelerate their int,egration within the life 

of the community by improving their access to both se~urity 

* ..c.ommonwealth Community Security Program(P;r'oj e.ct A,ppl:Lca.t,;Lon 
Number 74-DF-Ol-0017) sllbmi tted by .. tbe Ma'yor r s. Safe StTeet's Act 
Advisory Committee to the Committee on Criminal Justice, 
Commonwealth of I>iassachusetts; p.12. 
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and social services. An education~l/vocational component 

was intended to be an alternative to criminal activities, 

especially among youth and young adults, through educational 

and vocational counselling and referral activities, and 

tutoring. Finally, an escort service component was to pro-

vide paid escorts for the elderly, a highly victimized 

group, while offering employment opportunities to youth, the 

most likely offender group. 

Funding for the project was to be $60,000 per year for 

two years, beginning in November 1974. Amendments to the 

performance period have extended the project through July 

1977. 

Project Implementation 

During the fall of 1974, a monitoring committee composed • 

of residents of Commonwealth as well as representatives of 

community agencies was formed to serve the project in an 

advisory capacity. Although still incomplete, the group 

organized a personnel subcommittee, the first task of which 

was to approve the choice of a Project Director. A young man 

wa.s hired who had lived at Commonwealth through 1964,. had 

completed a criminal justice undergraduate program, and had 

some social work experience. By the end of 1974 all project 

staff positions were filled, with selections by and large 

following the priority, set by the monitoring committee, of 

employing housing development residents for positions of 
j' , 
It . , • 
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the Community Organizer, Elderly Coordinator, Neighborhood 

Worker(Spanish-speaking), Educational/Vocational Counselor 

and Administrative Secretary. 

A project office was established in the basement of a 

development building, sharing space with the Tenant Task 

Force. as well as with an Alcoholics Anonymous worker and a 

part-time referral worker, whose activities were supported 

by the APAC. The office had been the site of an information 

and referral service operated by the APAC until the summ'er :'1
0

. 

of 1973, at which time the APAC faced a funding cutback by 

* ABCD from the U. S. Office of Equal Opportunity. 

At the outset of the project all dwelling units were 

leafletted, and two mass meetings were held to orient residents 

to the project. Neither of these drew more than 35 to 40 

persons, the low attendance being attributed to indifference. 

Building notices concerning project activities often dis

appeared soon after posting. 'The Community Organizer worked 

jointly with the Tenant Patrol Supervisor (supervised by 

BHAts Central Security Office) in visiting each household, 

and simultaneously explaining the'CCSP and organizing tenants. 
, 

around the promised security doors. The elderly were invited 

to special coffee hours, ar.J.d the Elderly Coordinator made ·:a.n 

effort to acq~~int elderly residents with the escort .service 

component in particular, as well ·as some area-wide services 

* These funds were partiaily restored during the following 
fall. 
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available to the elderly. The Spa:nish-·sJ?e.?):C~!lg Neighborhood 

Worker began by translating notices about the security pro-

ject into Spanish. Although her direct service offerings 

were not readily accepted, before long she was being called 

at all hours of the day and night to assist in communications 

with public agencies, especially the State Welfare Department. 

Simultaneously, the Project Director and Educational/ 

Vocational Counselor, as well as the Community Organizer, 

* made contacts with several local and citywide agencies. 

These contacts have served the purpose of information sharing, 

and have led to referrals of residents for direct social 

services, skill training, employment placement and summer camp 

. ** enrollme.nt. 

During the course of the project a significant evolution 

has occurred in project components, with the result that by 

* These included the District 14 police station, Neighborhood 
Employment Center, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Youth 
Activities Commission, the Brighton Court, Allston-Brighton 
Little City Hall, Boston University Work-Study Program, 
Boston University Tutoring Program, Boston 'College Day Camp, 
Jackson .... Mann Community School, the Baldwin School, the BHA 
Elderly Task Force, St~ Gabrielfs Monastery, Temple Kadimah, 
the d'ounc11 of Elders, Commissionon Affairs of the Elderly, 
Area II Homecare, the Visiting Nurse Association, the State 
Office for Children, Boston Family Services, the Welfare 
Department. 

** , D\Uring two summers over 270 referrals \'Tere made to summer 
camps located outside of Commonwealth, although fe\,Ter children 
probably attended the camps. Over 125 referrals were made 
for temporary or full-time job training or placements, 
although it iSllncertain how many placements re·sulted. 

t .-
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the end of its second. year:1 the shap~XT:: the CCSP is consider

ably different from the model Origi~~.~J,iY proposed. 
I . 

; 

/ .~ 

The part-time position of Spa!,l'lsh-speaking Neighborhood 

Worker was vacated after the first six weeks because the 

incumbent felt that constant calls and visits interferred 

unduly with her personal life. The vacancy has never been 

filled. 

The Elderly Coordinator:1 also working part time:1 

attempted to organize an escort program during the first eight 

months of the project. Many members of the elderly community 

showed an initial interest. Some requests came in:1 mostly 

for trips outside of the immediate area. Escort service was 

provided mostly by the Coordinator himself:1 and often by other 

members of the CCSP sta.ff w'ho would dr,ive the elderly in 

personal cars, often to doctors' appointments, or walk them 

between the project and a ne~ghbori~g elderly development:1 

the local chur6h~ or the local synagogue. No youth were 

ever hired for the escort component although the plan called 

for 10. During the first summer (1975), however, some' youth, 

in slots financed by the Neighborhood youth Corps and mostly 

from outside of the development, helped out, especially on 

trips to the local supermarket in a weekly bus service pro-

v:i,ded by" tb,~, , . supe:rmarke.t for. Commonwealth elderly. 

residents. While no records were kept, the Elderly Coordina-

tor estimated that in total, some 25 to 30 persons used the 

1\ 
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escort service once or twice; some 6 or 7 others used it 

more often. Interest by the elderly in this activity seemed 

to peeter out in the fall of 1975. 

In addition to referring project residents to employ-

ment, educational and rehabilitational opportunities, working 

with the district court on cases invplving resident. yout~ 

and encouraging the attendance of summer camps and sports 

programs, the Educational/Vocational Counselor has spent a 

good portion of his time coordinating an Afternoon Center and 

helping to run a day camp in the development during the 

summer of 1976. The Elderly Coordinator has collaborated in 

both of these endeavors. 

The summer camp was organized in cooperatiofl, with the 

Boston Parks and Fecreation Department. CCSP staff recruited 

and supervised three college work-study students, as well as' 

10 t~enager~ employed through the Neighborhood Youth Corps, 

most of whom T.'lere from outside of the development. Bet'Neen 

30 and 60 children were served daily with free lunches 

(provided through arrangemepts with the Boys~ Club) as well 

as with recreational activities. 

The project opened an Afternoon Center in the beginning 

of 1976 and operated it until May. Work benches were con-

structed by the Elderly Coordinator, whoalso supplied model 

building equipment. An interracial core group of about 20 

children between the ages of 6 and 12 attended daily after 

" , : . , 
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school hours, having heard about this activity through word 

of mouth. Some supplies were contributed byCCSP staff 

members. The APAC supplemented these to some extent, and 

subsidized the participation in the program of two work-study 

students from Boston College .. Some 10 volunteers from Boston 

University's occupational therapy program (Sargent College 

of Allied Health Professions) also were involved. While the 

principal goal of the center was to encourage the children 

to interact in a positive manner, aggressive behavior 'was 

a continuing problem. Staff realization that a lack of basic 

reading and math skills among the children may have been a 

factor in the behavioral pattern led to a restructuring of 

the program. By the time the Afternoon Center re-opened in 

October 1976, it had been incorporated into a paired schools 

program a collaborative effort between Boston University 

and School District I, subsidized by the State Department 

of Education. The program includes the employment of a 

Commonwealth resident as coordinator betw~en Commonwealth 

and the schools attended by housing"development children, as 

well as the volunteered services of Boston Vniversi\;y students 
-

as tutors for children who are referred by the schools or 

who attend voluntarily. The center is located in a building 

basement and open from 3 to 5 P. M., three. days a week. Four 

or five volunteers come to the Center each day, supervised 

by a work-study student; 20 to 30 children attend, usually 

D 
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bringing along homework assignments. 

The Community Organization and Education Coordinator 

has spent a considerable portion of her time helping the 

Resident Patrol Supervisor organize individual buildings~ 

both when the Volunteer Resident Patrol Project was first 

funded (simultaneously with the CCSP, at the beginning of 

1975), and a year and 'a half later when the installation of 

the security doors actually began. 

She also helped re-open the Teen Center in June 1975~ 

generating a grant from the State Department ,of Mental Health 

for a part-time, worker and a commitment from the BHA to re-

furbish the space.' When funding for this worker's salary ran 

out~ the Project Director w~s encouraged by the-APAC to hire 

someone to run it. After an unfortunate experience "lith this 

especially emplo.yed Teen Center worker~ the Elderly Coordina

tor took over this resp,onsibility. The users of the Teen 

Center have shifted from almost totally white~ to almost 

totally black youth. The center is supposed to be open from 

6:30 to 10:00 P.M.~ five nights a week. However~ spot checks 

made in October 1976 indicated that it was actually open less 

frequently. According to the Elderly Coordinator~ on 

occasion, he has shut the kids out rather than put up with 

rowdy behavior. The center has been equipped with a small 

snack bar~ a television set~ cards~ a chess game, a ping pong 

table, and a pool set~ although some of these are in bad 

repair. 1 ;'Informal activities rather than formal programming . . 

ro' 
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characterize center operations. Little visible outreach 

4It work is evident. 

'. 

• 

Perhaps the most important role of the Community Organiza-

tion and Education Coordinator was to be the instruction of 

residents to protect themselves. She has publicized procedures 

in the IDENT-I-GUARD ?rogram" engraving the possessions of about 100 

households with Social Security numbers, and has responded 

to inquiries of five residents concerning the advertised 

rederally~upported crime insurance. 

During the course of the project the CCSP staff, along 

with Tenant Task Force members, have met with police personnel, 

including the captain's of the Public Housing Unit and District 

14, frequently pressuring them for improved service. In the 

spring of 1976, when the irregular pat?olling of the Publi~ 

Housing Police officially ended, they encouraged the D~strict 

14 command to carry out their plan for a three evening (8 pm 

to 2 am) a week paired foot patrol, a voluntary assi\gnment. 

The interest of the area's State Representative encouraged 

the group to meet with the Police Commissicper during the 

summer of 1976 to request a police team. The result was 

that the overtime patrol was expanded to seven evenings a 

week and a s,ergeant from the Bureau of Field Services was 

assigned for several months beginning in September to, study 

the'situation and make recommendations to the Commissioner. 

During the fall of 1976, the Se.rgeant recommended against a 

police team, but service was increased to include~a paired 
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10 am to 6 pm walking patrol. 

The involvement of the State Representative and the police i: 
Sergeant sparked the interest of project residents (two mass 

meetings attracted between 60 and 70 residents each} and of 

building captains, who have been brought together in severa~ 

group meetings. It has also stimulated the convening in 

special meetings of representatives of agencies serving the 

development (the police, APAC, local church, local synagogue, 

Little City Hall, community school, Youth Activities Commission, 

BHA management, etc.) and it has revived the interest of the 

CCSP staff, whose morale had been a~versely affected by con-

tinuing conflicts with the APAC, culminating in the firing of 

the Project Director in October 1976. 

Problems between the APAC and Commonwealth housing 

development residents apparently preda~e the establishment 

of the Commonwealth Cornmuni ty Security Proj ect . Among the 

sensitive issues were the relative allocation of available 

APAC resources to the housing development, housing develop-

ment representation on the APAC Board of Director~! Program 

Committee and establishment of the Daycare Center at 

Commonwealth .. 

Even during the planning of the CCSP proposal, a conflict 

arose regarding the source of ultimate power over project 

implementation. The APAC Director signaled himself as the center 

of responsibility in hisca-pacity as Dl:recto.r of the' Fiscal 

t ' 
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Agent, while residents pressed for a Monitoring Committee. 

The Monitoring Committee was to consist of 14 members: nine 

voting members including Task Force members, residents from 

specified categories, the APAC Director, and a representative 

from the BHA manager's office; and five advisory members 

from specified organizations. 

According to the final project proposal the Monitoring 

Commi ttee was to have responsibility only for the hiring o·f 

sta.ff, and "to evaluate the work, provide feedback, and make 

suggestions to improve the effectiveness of specific programs, 

* staff, and overall operations." Nevertheless, although the 

CCSP Project Director was chosen by the APAC Director, he was 

approved by the Monitoring Committee on the basis of the 

Committee's s.trong warning that he was answerable to it. CCSP 

staff tended to believe that their primary loyalties were to 

the Mon::~toring Cornmittee. One of the results of increasing 

tensions between the APAC Director and active residents of 

the Fidelis Way development was the decision of the APAC 

Director to dissolve, in the sumrrler of 1975, the Monitoring 

Committee, the meetings of which he had not attended for 

the previous six months. He defends his actions by pointing 

out that, by the end of the first year, all Monitoring 

Committee resident members had moved away from the housing 

development, leaving the CCSP staff in effect a~countable to 

nobody. During the remainder of the project, however, this 

:J. 
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leadership- void for the sec uri ty proj ec,t was not filled. Not 

until the end of 1975 ~as an APAC staff person assigned to 

observe security project activities and prepare a proposal , , 

for refunding,. By that time the energy level among project 

staff was at its lowest level; the CCSP Director was put 

on probation. '. 
,The ,dramatic turnover in resident membership on the 

Monitoring Committee reflected the large-scale turnover of 

resident's in the development as a whole. Outmigration had 

left the Tenant Task Force reduced from seven to two members 
-

at the end of 1975. The gap in leadership has been partially 

filled by CCSP staff~ who have been called upon to represent 
.. Ii 

residents in maintenance complaints. CCSP staff also have met 

with staff of the Boston Housing Court's Master's Office 

investigating conditions at Commonwealth and have helped to 
, . 

monitor the BHA's compliance with court orders. Ironically" 

the staff h&s also assisted many longtime residents seeking· 

transfers out of Commonwealth with applications, 

Project Impact 

Staff members and observers of the Commonwealth Community 

Security ~roject concur that the project title is a misnomer. 

Not only do they believe that it was misleading to project, . 

the image of a g~oup that could deliver on stated goals of the , 

security project, but ~he APAC Director ~imselfthinks·that 

publicity concerning the security project may have worsened 

the traqitionally negative image of the Commonwealth housing 
1 \ i..: 
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development in the surrounding community. The APAC's project 

proposal did identify the'plan as a "security-related social 

service program' II The emphasis, however, has- been. primarily on 

social services. 

Some activities have been directly oriented toward 

improving security at Commonwealth. IDENT-I-GUARD efforts 

increase personal awareness about crime, and may help to reduce 
" . 

tensions in the users, although there is no proof that such a 

system actually deters crime~ The concept of self and 

mutual protection is also being promoted through the 90or-

dination of CCSP staff with the Voluntary Resident Patrol 

Project. Unfortunately available community .resourcessuch as 

workshops and films on home security systems, self-defense 

and first aid have not been mobilized to any appreciab~e 

extent. Neither has there been any s.ignificant outreach' to 

new tenants. By the spring of 1976, after a period of sus-

tained resident "turnover, a large prop9rtion of the res.ident 
\\ 

population pr\>bably knew nothin~ about the project or it,s 

goals, having come to Commonwealth after the orientation-informa

- . '---tion perj~od was over. The C6mmunity Organizer Coo:rdinato.t' did 

help to mobilize some outside resources on behalf of the TeEm 

Center. Eowever, the Teen Center, wht~ch was in operation prior 

to the be~inning of t.he CCSP, now depends upon resourc'esinternal 

to the security proj ect itself.. Wh:i.le interest in the 'Teen 

Center by residents is said to, have been strong at one time, 
.' (J ':) 

" 'f 
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. . 
this interest has waned. Neither outreach nor special 

activities currently exist to attract significant numbers of 

youth. 

The escort service~ a truly new endeavor for Commonwealth~ 

was never attempted as planned. Some have claimed that 

sufficient demand did not emerge. Others say that competing 

services were being developed at that time, i.e., the Home-

care Sorporation~ a mobile market~ the supermarket weekly bus 

and a van operating from the Jackson-Mann Community School. 

~till others indicate that a walking escort service was un-

necessary since most elderly felt cqmfortable enough on the 

streets until about 4 P.M., especially in the company of a 

friend. The qoordinator himself feels that as a youn& black 

male, he 'was not the best chQice for an outreach worker in 

a largely female, white, aged community. However, others 

have disagreed and hold that a special project van would have 

attracted users for outside trips, and that a more prolonged~ 

intensive educational, process might well have encouraged the 

elderly to use yougg escorts foi local tripsi In any case, 

the APAC Director made it clea.r that the agency would be 

unable to front-end the salaries of yOtlJ;lg. .workers for an escort 

component, or in any other youth employment program that 

might be substituted in fullfillment of the objective of pro-

viding constructive alternatives for project youth~ Efforts 

related to s~tt1ng up an escort program must have been 
t' , 

,dampened; (by this knowledge . . ' 
,', 
,..J 
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Failure to' implement the Spanish-speaking component has 

been rationalized by the' APAC Director along three lines : the 

Project Director did not support anyone candidate strongly 

enough; the Fiscal Agent did not have the funds, considering 

inordinate delays in reimbursements from the City, to pay 

for this position; the need for a Spanish-speaking worker 

had not been clearly demonstrated. 

Project staff disagree with this assessment of need, 
( ~ 

basing their position not only on the heavily sub:scribed ser-
. 

vices during the short tenure of the Spanish worker, but also 

on their own and the building captains' problems in communi-

cating with Hispanic heads of household. The probl'em is 

reflected as well 'at the management level where, it is 

conceded, ,the language barrier may ~ell intensify maintenance 

problems. 

_ The relative importance of this component has increased' 

during the course of the project, as the Hispanic po.pulation 

has gradually j_ncreased from nine percent of all househqlds 

in October 1974, to 12 perc~nt in September 1976. A good 

po.rtion o.f these ho.useholds are headed by rather shy, young 

wo.men who, if they speak English, do ~o w.ith embarr.assment. In 

recent mass meetings, out of 60 to 70 residents in attendance, 

no. more than a handful have been Hispanic) and these have 

tended to stand to.gether by the door and h:lave early. The 

possibilities o.f working with this group is well demonstrated 

I.! 
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by a nonHispanic, Spanish-~peaking nun who has recerttly 

begun to organize many of these families around the issues 

of nutrition and Catholic education. 

The Educational/Vocational component of the project has 

been perhaps the most active, as it has involved not only 

the Educatj.onal/Vocational Guidance Counselor, but also 

the Project Director, Community Organization and Education 

Coordinator and, at times, the Elderly Coordinator. While 

their efforts have been seriou~ it is not clear that these 

workers have the experience or training to provide direct 

counseling services. There has alsQ beensomB concern about 

the ability of these workers as members of a dwindling white 

ethnic group. to adapt to the needs of the newer incoming 

ethnic groups, including black and Hispanic fam~lies. The 

Educational/Vocational.component does not represent a new 

service of the APAC at Fidelis Way; it is a replacement of 

referral and of aft-ernoon--c'eni1er" and summer 'camp coordination 

services.that existed.previous to the funding of the CCSP. 

In summary, the APAC had committed itself to a four-

part project, the front-end funding for which was obviously 

* beyond its capacity to provide. Despite the security-related 

* The LEAA Program Coordinator now believes 
the capacity to front-end less than $4000 
fullfillment of the whole plan would have 
end financing of $5000 per month. 

that the APAC has 
per month. The 
required front-

, • 
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nature of the components as planned, the tasks of the CCSP 

staff have evolved to the point that they closely resemole 

the social services previously provided by the APAC at the 

housing development. In its policy of favoring d~,velopment 

residents the APAC assembled, early in the life of the project, 

a conscientious but relatively inexperienced staff. The APAC 

failed to provide training as proposed in its plan and the 

staff was unprepared to accommodate its strategies ~o the 

rapidly changing project population which requires a more 

assertive outreach approach. 

In the area of security the CCSP has provided valuable 

back-up services for some positive forces external to the 

project itself, services that the Tenan~ Task Force might 
. 

h~ve been able to provide had the high rate of turnove~ not 

sapped its strength during a good portion of the project. 

Thus project staff have provided information for and support 

to the Court-Appointed Master's Office, pressured the Police 

Department for increased serVices, and served as an 

organizing resource to a state representative trying to 

l.mprove security at the development, as well as to the special 

police assignment that together they were instrumental in 

attracting. 

Finally, unlike the Mission Hill and Columbia Po'int· 

security projects, the CCSP has represented a real and valuable 

intermeshing with the security door program through mutual 

-;: 
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support provided by CCSP staff and the Resident Patro~ 

Supervisors. \IJhile this situation has improved the 

visibility of the CCSP and has ultimately helped it to rally 

the support of a core group of interested residents, it has 

not always been beneficial to the CCSP's image. By 

associating itself with the long-delayed hardware i'mprove

ments (only begun to be installed almost a year and a half 

after the beginning of lts operation and concluded almost 

two years afterwards) the CCSP, during a long period, was 

made to appear as a project which could not deliver. The 

final installation of the doors and,the activation of the 

Voluntary Resident Patrol Project (see Chapter V) has there

fore provided somewhat of a facelift for the Commonwealth 

Community Security Project. 

i 
1 \ 
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CHAPTER IV 

MISSION HILL SAFETY AND SECURITY 
,INTERVENTION PROJECT (MHSSIP) 

Project Goals and Strategies 

The underlying g~al of the project proposed by the 

Roxbury Children's Services(RCS) 'can best be summarized ~n 

an excerpt from that agency's project proposal: "to demon-

strate the impact and effectiveness of a preventat'ive and 

correctional approach in solving problems that relate to 

security and safety as they exist in the Mission Hill Housing 

* Projects". Nevertheless> as operational experience demon-

strated> the interests of the sponsoring agency clearly 

extended b.eyond narrowly defined concern for safety and 

security. RCS' further explanation for its participation 

was "tb reinforce the desire in tenants and create a valid 

rationale for motivation "'lith the objective of impr,?ving ,th~ 

quality of life and potential for upward mobility in an area 

** that is seriously deteriorated." As this evaluation'will 

demonstrate, although the goal of, improving security and 

safety provided the framework for the design of project 

strategies> the hidden agenda of improving the potential for 

upward mobility> a goal related to RCS' sense of community 

mission, seems to have prevailed during proj~ct implementation. 

* 

** 

The,RCS Mission Hill Safety and Security Int.erventto.n... Project. 
fProjec't Application) submitted by Roxbury Children'.8 Service, 
Inc. to the Mayor's Office of Criminal Justice, p.B . 

Ibid., p. 6. 



The specific project objectives articulated by. RCS were 

ambitious: (1) to involve tenants in the documentation of 

security and safety problems; (2) to develop a plan for im

provement of safety and security; (3) to identify conditions 

and behaviors that contribute to unsafe situations; (4) to 

offer training and education to residents relating to 

creating a safe environment, behaving in a safe way, and 

responding to danger; (5) to provide back-up to the Tenant 

Task Force; (6) to extend employment and skill training in 

leadership, communication, and interpersonal relations to' 

a number of adult and youth residents; (7) to make supportive 

services available to tenants; and (8) to provide 24-hour 

* emergency coverage and services. 

To achieve this catalogue of purposes, RCS proposed 

two basic project components. One priority.was an on-site 

training strategy, including "in-service" training to 12 

resident youth who would help develop and implement the rest 

of the Safety and Security Intervention Project; training 

for volunteer building captains participating in the Voluntary 

Resident Patrol Project designed by BHA's Central Security 

Office; and a safety training component oriented toward 

project residents, grouped according to age. 

A second priority was a battery of direct services to 

be provided by telephone through the Roxbu~y Children's 

Services central office. These \'lould include daytime counsel"'"". 

ing and !24-hour emergency service regarding personal as well as 
} I , 

* . 
Ib i d., p p. 8 - 9 • 
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security problems through the conventional telephone system, 

and the establishment of a special direct telephone communi

cations line from each building at Mission Hill Main and 

Extension to the RCS central office, thereby constituting 

a security alert network. 

The budget for this project during the first year of, 

operation was to be $130',000; a sum which did not include 

the installation cost of the special phone system.· RCS was 

to pursue other funding sources to finance that component. '! 

Project Implementation 

The Mission Hill Safety and Security Intervention Project 

was in operation from June 1975 through August 1976. Since 

all activities of the project were terminated two months 

before the beginning of this 'evaluation, it was impossible 
, 

to observe the project in action. The evaluators were there-

fore forced to depend entirely upon the quarterly reports 

submitted by the Project Director to the Mayor's Office of 

Criminal Justice, supplemented by interviews with four of 

the five professional adult staff.members , 

by a group discussion with four of the twelve youth trainees 

who agreed to 90me together for a meeting, and by interviews 

with various key individuals at -the, h-ousing developments who had 

presumably come in contact '. l'lith the proj ect. Most evident 

during this fact-finding process was the lack of consensus 

among project participants concerning not only tne goals and 

/,1 
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objectives of the project and the relative value of its 

results, but concerning the very activities that had trans-

pired during the course of the fourteen months. 

The MHSSIP began in June 1976 with the hiring of a 

Project Director and a Youth Supervisor. The top-level 

position was initially filled by the' then director of the 

RSG's satellite office at Mission Hill; later, by a minister 

with community organizing experience. A youn~,bilingual man 

was recruited for the position of Youth Supervisor. When 

bired, he had been collaborating with the Executive Director 

of RCS in developing grant proposals aimed at initiating 

RCS's interest in experimentation with video technology, 

mainly in qis capacit~ with the Boston Video Access Genter, 

a small group of persons interested in video programming. 

By the end of July, 15 youth were recruited from Mission 

Hill Main and Extension. These were almost equally distri-

buted among four categories: black male and female, and 

Spanish surnamed male' and female,. A few youth had just 

finished high school, at least one was about 'to enter college 

and a few others were looking for full-timework. The youth 

were to be paid $2 .. 10 per hour for full-time employment during 

the two summers and half-time employment during the school 

year. A Training Coordinator -- a bilingual male with 

experience in encounter group work --was appointed in August 

1975. Until the video equipment to document housing problems 

.. 
" 
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became available at the end of the summer, the youths' time 

was left unplanned and largely filled through outdoor recreation. 

There were some abortive efforts by the Training Coordinator 

to introduce leadership training and community organization 

techniques. 

During the fall of 1975 several project members (adult 

and y.outh). joined other neighborhood groups in working for 

the peaceful implementation of court-ordered schoo~ desegregation, 

mainly by being present at the potentially tense moments 

when neighborhood children boarded and debarked from buses. 

Participation in this unanticipated peace-keeping mission 

was considered to be'a justified diversion from otper planned 

project activities . 

In aqdition, the Youth Trainers spent approximately 

six weeks of the fall season preparing an office for use of ~ 

the project in one of the buildings at Mission Hill Extension. 

RCS had originally hoped that the Boston Housing Authority 

would fix up these apartments. When it was clear that the 

labor of cleaning, plastering and pai,nting would have to be 

the gx'oup's own, the resentfulness of the proj act' sadult 

staff was communicated to the youth. In March 1976 ~ome

body broke into the office, covering it with paint and thinner. 

The office was burned out at the end of the project .. Both 

incidents were interpreted as unmotivated vandalism by outside 

parties . 

o 
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In November 1975 a young black man with some previous 

group work experience for a neighborhood settlement house was 

hired in the position of Telephone Counselor. The Telephone 

Counselor assumed virtual administrative control of the 

project in the absence of an active directo~, generating 

some bitterness from the Youth Trainers and several' adult 

staff members. 

By the end of 1975 one of the fifteen Youth Trainers 

had, returned with his family dm'm south, and another to 

Puerto Rico. Two had dropped out, according to some in the 

youth group, because greater accountability had been de-

manded of them. Two, who had graduated from high school 

and were unemployed, had been put on the payroll full-time. 

(..Ole left the program in December.) A video consultant was 

brought in for a few days when the equipment arrived during 

the summer of 1975, and worked tW"O days a -week from March 

through May of 1976. He worked full time "from June through 

August 1976 as Youth Coordinator following the te,rmination 

of the Youth Supervisor and Training Coordinator in May 1976. 

A fCimily caseworker was assigned "sometimes part and some"eimes 

IJ 
/ 

full time from Roxbury Children's Services, and while her work 

was aimed at the community,she sometimes provided assistance 

to project staff. 

The youth participated in several activities after' 

the Telephone Counse~or took charge of the project. They 

i 
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provided back-up support to the Tenant Task Force leader of 

Mission Hill Extension by. l~af~~tting t~nant.sfor.:?- .couple of mass 

meetings and helping to organize a demonstration in the office 

of the housing development manager. They learned to operate 

video equipment and recorded poor housing conditions as well 

~s the destruction of abandoned cars which they showed to. the 

Team Police in an attempt to encourage quicker police response. 

They practiced interviewing techniques through a poll of 

tenant opinions concerning deteriorating conditions. Two 

issues of a limited bilingual newsletter were produced and 

distributed to project residents. Newsletter focus was on 

articles introducing project residentst~ locally availaole social 

services. Some project staff cooperated with the Mission 

~ Hill developments' team policing unit established in April 

of 1976 during a potentially explosive racial incident. 

• 

Finally, some excursions for the Youth Trainers were organized, co' 

including one to New York City and another to Ma(btha' s 
)) 

Vineyard. They werE;! designed to expose low-income youth 

to the .worid outside of the deve~opment. 

Project Impact 

None of the adult staff members interviewed considers 

the MHSSIP a security-related program, except insofar as the 

youth learned tq link ce~tain unsafe behaviors with their 

consequences. Thus they observed and analyzed the consequences 

of the delay in police action on abandoned cars, and of::-:the 
(,.: 
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inadequate securing of their own office. By and large the 

project's goal was viewed not in its or1ention toward security 

problems within the housing developments, but toward im-

proving the upward mobility of the particular youth partici-

pants. No 'attempt was made to train or even establish contact 

with or help recruit building captains, nor to seek resources 

required for the installation of an emergency communications 

network. 

Visibility of the. project remained relatively low during 

most of its life. Visibility appears to have increased some-

what toward the end of the project with the distribution of 

the newsletter, although this informational medium did not 

emphasize the image of a security-related community organiza-

tion and process. 

A number of factors explains the relatively low morale 

of adult staff and youth enrollees throughout the demonstr.ation 

period: (1) ~ontinuing tension between the Project Director 

and on-site staff; and (2) the reluctance of the Project 

Director to authorize expenditures other than for. salaries 

and wages and the purchase of video equipment, a policy that 

excluded expenditures for maintenapce and transportation of 

equipment seriously curtailing video tapin~ operations. The , 
Project Director's attitude reflected long delays in reim-

bursement of funds front-ended by ReS. Most significant 

perhaps, the staff conflicts represented a negative influence, 

. ' 
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frus~rating the need of the youth participants for positive 

adult role models. 

Throughout the pr,oj ect relations between black and 

Spanish-speaking participants, both adult and youth, were 

strained. While only one Spanish-speaking Youth Trainer 

was not bilingual, a communications problem was perceived. 

by black Youth Trainers who felt excluded when Spanish was 
.,' 

spoken by the others. Two adult staff members acc~pt 

this situation as an inevitable clash of two cultureS with 

different life styles and ta:stes. However, by the end of the 

project these differences were apparently beginning to be 

resolved. 

Although videotaping, interviewing and writing interested C 

some youth and enhanced their observational and analytical 

capacities, it is not clear that the energy imput was very 

high for the majori~y of the youth. However, one staff 

member believe'S that the youth did learn how to proj ect a 

more positive self-~mage when dealing with others, and they 

doubtlessly '~benefi ted from the reimforcernent of paid employ-

mente In fact, the,project's most significant visibility 

may have been among the friends of the youth Trainers" who 

would have liked to have been similarly employed. 

It is impossible to indicate with any certainty whether 

this project will in any way increase the long-term upward 
" mobility of its youth, the hidden agenda of' project staff . 

. ) 
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One adult st;':.~f member believes that of the four Youth 

Trairters who entered the project ~ith police records, 

recidivism occurred ,with only one of these during the course 

of the proj ect. While no causal relationship can be 

attributed, the need cannot ITe underestimated for youth 

employment/work experience programs that provide construc-

tive alternatives to fill the free time of low income youth, 

leading to the acquisition of skills, income and self-esteem. 

" 
i. 
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CHAPTER V· 
VOLUNTARY RESIDENT PATROL PROJECT 

~roject Goals and Strategies 

The primary goal of the Voluntary Resident Patrol Project 

was "to give the tenants themselves an interest and an ability 
g. 

to deal with safety problems w'ithin their bUilding. tlt 

This was to be achieved through the implement<?-tion of' two 

interdependent strategies, one relating to hardware improve-

ments and the other utilizing a softyTare or organizational 

approach. The installation of lockable steel security doors 

at all entrances -- front, rear/basement, and roof -- w'ould 

be financed in the three fede:t>ally-subsidized developments 

~ through the special grant pledged by HUD to match LEAA funds. 

Included in this allocation would be funds for certain 

physical improvements to follow the installation of doors, 

aimed at increasing both security and tenant morale. Thus 

HUD's share of the project included $241,554 for n'ew security' 

doors, and $36,076 for the replacement of hall glass, 

:)30,870 to replace mailboxes, $14,000 for the installation of, 

foxlock plates, $7,500 for hall paint and oth~r improvements, 

and $20,000 for such patrol equipment as uniforms, flashlights 

and telephones. I' 
t 

* Resident patrol SupervisorsP~oject Application (Proj. No. 74 
Db' 01.0017 r oommittee on Criminal Justice, COrrLllonlvealth of' 
Massachusetts p.2. 

)) 
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The organization of tenants at each development was to 

be the responsibility of a Resident Patrol Supervisor. This 

development resident would be funded for approximately one-

third time by LEAA, and supervised through the Boston Housing 

Authority's Central Security Office (CSO),to be ~ubsidized 

for the purpose of t~is project by HVD's special matching 

grant. An allocation of $17,850 was originally programmed 

by LEAA for Resident Patrol Supervisors during a two-year 

period. 

The level of fccus for the organizing of residents was 

to be the building,*at which level the Resident Patrol 

Supervisor ~Tould introduce and rally support for the concept 

of security doors, organize the election of a Quilding 

~aptain, and encourage the joint determination of the hours 

during which the doors would be locked as well as the hours 

and strategies of the Resident Patrol. The,role of the captain 

would be the organization and supervision of a patrol re-

sponsible for controlling the entry of persons without keys, 

and in the absence of such an effort, the as~umption o~ 

delegation of responsibility for the locking of doors at 
. 

hours agreed upon by building residents. The, resident patrol 

ideally would be supplied by development management with a 

first-floor apartment as one became vacant, as well as with 

supplies for cleaning and decorating hallways. The Resident 

* " 

.' 

For the purpose of this report, the word "building" will 
to addr~ss. Many developments have large buildings with 
addressf=s, each with its own entranceways and staircase 
elev~tor, and separated from other addresses in the same 

refer 
several _ 
or If 

,by flre walls. bUilding. 
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Patrol Supervisor would also be responsible for organizing 

and training building captains as a group, providing input 

to the CSO and development management concerning security-

related problems, and cooperating with LEAA-funded security 

projects operating at the developments in areas of mutual 

interest. 

The Central Security Office co~~itted itself to the re-

cruitment of Resident Patrol Supervisors and to conducting 

a six-week training period combining on-the-job training with 

classroom lectures and discussions. It was also to maintain 

close contact with Supervisors, receiving daily incident reports 

and weekly progress reports, and holding monthly meetings. 

The project was one which the Direetor of the Central 

-
Security Office had long advocated. During the fall of 1973 

~ he had accompanied a group of Boston public housing residents 

to New York City to observe a voluntary resident patrol at 

work at the Queens Bridge Housing Project. Following that 

trip he helped participants to organize several pilot patrols. 

One was in a 7-story building at Columbia Point. The hallways 

were cleaned and painted by tenants. A tenant patrol was 

formed which maintained an office in a first-floor apartment 

and the door was locked 24 hours a day. In another building, 

a three-story structure at Commonwealth, tenants simply 

decided to keep the door locked in the evenings. 

Project Implementation 

Four Resident Patrol Supervisors were hired, two in October 
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of 1974, and two in Febr~a~y of 1975. The Supervisors ,from 

Mission Hill Main and ~Iission Hill Extension were the Chair- , 

persons of the Tenant Task Forces at these developments and 

among the most ,active development residents; they maintained 

their positions as Resident Patrol Supervisors during the 

entire course of the project. The Supervisor at the Common-

wealth development was also an active Task Force member; she 

moved away at the end of 1975, and her position was filled 

by a resident whose interest in the development also led -him 

to seek out a position on the Tenant Task Force. At Columbia 

Point, the original Resident Patrol Supervisor was found not 

to be a resident at all, but a squatter. He was followed by 

a succession of three othe'r Supervisors until the summer of 

1976, when activities virt~ally ended. 

Training began in February, with the first of three or 

four meetings. During these sessions Supervisors were informed 

of the goals, functions and limitations of the Voluntary 

Resident Patrol Project and its interface with other BHA 

functions. They were instructed in procedures for o'rganizing 

building-wide meetings of residents, and development-wide 

meetings of building ~aptains, ~nd in the art of report 

writing. During these meetings, the Supervisors were encouraged 

to share their own experienced problems and solutions. 

Simultaneously, a CSO staff member accompanied each 

Supervisor during his or her initial building meetings. "A 

slide s~ow introduced residents to New York City's success 
( 
1 ~ .. .' 
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story. The slides portrayed hallways beautifully decorated 

with fresh paint, wallpaper, carpeting and flower arrangements, 

achieved through the labor and financial contributions of 
~ 

residents. Resident patrol members were seen uniformed in 

smocks, sitting by a table at the building entrance. 

The plan o~ the CSO was that a building would not receive 

new doors until all of its tenants had signed a,statement of 

interest. While it is not clear that this was achieved, t~e 
. , 
'" 

installation of doors began at Columbia Point and Mission Hill 

Extension at the end of 1974, and was concluded in June of 1975. 

Keys were distributed to tenants at all but two buildings 

located at Mission Hill Extension, the keys for which still 

have not been produced. The final cost was about $600 per 

door, compared to $381 originally estimated by HUD. Planned 

internal improvements -- the installation of windows, light 

* fixtures, or mailboxes, etc. ~- did not follow. 

Work at Mission Hill Main began in the fall of 1975. 

There the strategy was primarily one of renovation of existing 

entrances, entailing the removal of the glass block windows 

surrounding the door frames and their replacement with cement. 

The work, was done so inadequately that in many entrances holes 

separate the door frames from thin bearing walls. In addition, 

* Columbia Point will receive these hallway improvements during 
the course of its renbvation program; some modernization funds 
have been allocated for the installation of mailboxes at 
Mission Hill Extension . 

, 
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many doors do not fit the door frames. In some cases the 

door closers are located on the outside rather than the inside 

of the door, and doors open inwardly rather than outwardly. 

Henovation was never concluded and as a result, no keys 't'lere 

ever distributed to residents despite the recurrent complaint 

by the Resident Patrol Supervisor that the contractor had 

left many doors locked from without. Payment of the con-

tractor was halted, and the matter is only being investigated 

now, one year later. 

! When it became clear early in the life of the program 

that HUD's matching grant would not be forthcoming, the BHA 

received HUB authorization to use its available modernization 

funds. This meant that the three federal developments ~e-

ceived Rew doors only when each Tenant Task Force allocated 

part of its own discretionary modernization funds for such 

purposes. 

Because Commonwealth as a state-subsidized development 

was not included in the original allocation by HUD, funds 

for the installation of doors were allocated.by the Tenant 

Task Force from the very beginning from state modernization 

loans earmarked for the development. During February 1975 

a survey of doors was made, and specifications for installation 

were prepared. Door installation did not begin, however, 

until more than one year later. During the installation 

process it became obvious that the survey of doors had omitted 

.. '. 
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the b~sement entranceways of the six-story buildings. 

Rectification of this error extended the installation process 

into the summer of 1976 and again into the fall as the dis-

appearance of the new padlocks placed on basement doors 

necessitated replacements. Cleaning of hallways by a main-

* tenance crew began in the fall, and then, only by court o~der. 

New mailboxes will soon follow, also paid for with moderni-

zation funds allocated by the Tenant Task Force. 

The basic facts concerning the implementation of the 

software portion of the program have been difficult to ascertain, 

espec1ally since ttiere "is little agreement among reports 

made by the Resident Patrol Supervisors, the Central Security 

Office, development managers and residents. 

At Columbia Point the Central Security Office reports 

that all residents in the development's 72 buildings at Qne 

time expressed approval for the installation of security doors. 

Nevertheless, at the height of activity - the spring of 1975 -

no more than 25 buildings were listed as having captains .. 

The project manager claims that with the exception of eight 
-;"' 

elderly. high-rise buildings which have always been kept locked, 

* The cleaning of hallways has been considered a tenant rather 
than maintenance function. The delegation of that r~sponsi
bility by means of dates specified in each lease, in the 
absence of enforcement, has resulted in most hallways"not having 
been scrubbed for years. The BHA ha"s been undel;: court order 
since the beginning of 1976 to clean building hallways at 
Commonwealth. 
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there was never a serious effort to lock these doors, many of 

which have since been vandalized. The only resident patrol 

that has been known to operate is in the building 

originally chosen as the project pilot. 

Reports from Resident Patrol Supervisors at Columbia 

Point to the CSO \vere filled with pleas for basic improvements 

without which the apathy and defeatism of residents would pre- ' 

vail. The high rate of resident move-outs, the insecurity 

about BHA's plans for the development, and the presence of 

squatters were all seen as serious obstacles to the operation 

* of the project. Apparently no attempt was ever made to relate 

the Volunteer Resident Patrol Pro_j ect; to the Columbia Point 

Community Security frQject~:·-' 
----'-,-'_. " .... . -'." ... -- .. ~ .... -- ----

1:-
The following are typical reports from three diffe~ent ~esident 
Patrol Supervisors: ' - ~ 

During the month of. July I spent majority of my time trying 
to explain to-the' building captains why nothing is happening 
with the program, this was very hard for me because I don't 
know'whats going on. I have ma:de several suggestions an 
recommendations on \vays that the program could be strengthen, 
but I have heard nothing in response to them. Therefore, be
cause of the negativeness that I recieving from the building 
captains I feel that I must resign. [sic] (July 31,1975) 

I visited •..... We had a meeting. I brought them up to 
date about the resident patrol and that I was supervisor of 
the building captains. I told them how the patrol was to 
function. They then told me that their building captain had' 
moved. Miss .... also told me that someone tried to break in 

• 

her apt. They put tape over the peep holes on her floor so no 
one could see who it was. I then inspected the hallways and 
~he new front ~n~ back doors are off, and the windows are 
broken. Themail boxes are vandalised. After this I visited 
...... I tried to explain the patrol to them, but they weren't 
interested as they are going to move. Their building capt. has 
alread~.moved. There only about 5 families left in the 6 story 

~I, j":'. '.: , 
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Mission Hill Extension also reached its peak of organiza-

tion during the sp'ring of 1975 when 17 of a total of' 29 buildings 

had captains. Several tenants have denied, however, that 

buildings were ever kept locked. Nevertheless, the Supervisor 

and development manager insist that at one point in time the 

residents of several three-story buildings were maintaini~g 

their buildings locked at consensually determined hours; that 

several seven-story buildings maintained active pa~rols which 

used vacant first floor apartments during the daytime ap.d 

evening hours, regulating the entry ·of those without l$:eys; 

and that some tenants cooperated in cleaning up their hallways. 

If this were the case at Mission Hill Extension, the 

pattern probably lasted less than a year. At present resiQents 

~ of only one or two buildings are cooperating in maintaining 

tbe doors locked. In fact, only 11 buildings are lockable, 

cont'd from p.8 ~ 

building. The reason for the'determination to move is because 
,they were robbed last year in the morning between 9 and 10:00 
and no one saw anything.[sic] (December 29, 1975) 

I also have been trying to reorganize the buildings as far 
as having a new builditig captain elected. And the serious prob
lems that I'v;e been facing in the neighborhood like whats going 
to be done to the buildings. It's like I myself is trying to 
deal with it, and I'm not recieving any help from anyone.[sic] 
Spring, 1976)· 

(?J~\ 
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* considering the condition of their two street-level,doo'rs. 

The reports of the Resident Patrol Supervisor at Mission 

Hill Extension were filled with frustrations in handling the 

contradictions which arose during the course of the project. 

While residents of earlier organized buildings were im-

patiently demanding their doors before the delicately con-

structed organizations dissolved, in buildings with doors _ 

already installed, some residents were keeping them open with 

anything from cans to ice cream sticks. While in some 

buildings residents were demanding copies of the keys which 

\II'ere lost by the workmen during the, installation process, mak

ing the securing of the new doors impossible, in other 

buildings residents were passing out keys to squatters. In 

some buil~ings residents resisted the idea of security doors, 
-- _. -

even making threats when approached on the subject; in other~ 

organized buildings, residents and captains w~ere paralyzed by 

the fear of reprisal from restricting the entry of outsiders, 

possibly involved in ,the use or sale of drugs, robbery, etc. 

There was clearly an absence of substantive help or guidance 

The Team Police assigned to the development know of only one 
building which is maintained locked. A building by building 
survey performed around noon on December 20, 1976, a weekday, 
showed that building and one other as locked. The number of 
lockable buildings may well be an overestimate, since the 

, functioning of the unsurveyed roof and cellar doors is crucial 
to the ability to secure a building. In all, 32 of 58 ground 
level doorways were unlockable due to vandalism or rough treat
ment of inadequately installed doors. Included were five en
trances from which the doors had been totally removed, and about 
three castes of door' frames which have separated from. supporting 

11 It wa s. .; 
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* for the Resident Patrol Supervisor for resolving these problems~ 

The programmed intermeshing of the Voluntary Resident Patrol 

Project here and in Mission Hill Main with the Mission Hill 

Safety and Security ;Intervention Project failed to occur. 

* The following is a selection from reports made by the Resident 
Patrol Supervisor to the CSO: 

Some bldg. now are complaining that they had their bldgs 
all set to go on the Resident patrol and didn't get thier door 
and, are not ready' to cooperate until they get them. [sic] . 
(October 20, 1974). 

So far this month I have been looking into some bldgs. that 
don't have any doors and no one to form a patrol .. one woman tried 
to form one and was threaten .. [sic] (January 18, 1975) . 

.. my problem is that I don't have anyone to report to or 
to follow up on any ... misunderstanding that may arise .... for out 
program to work ........ these prom~se that have been made to 
tenants has to be kept you can't run a program on ... promises 
or lies ... [sic] (January 26,1975) 

The bldg. wit~ doors are not being lock because the doors 
are not put up as good as it should be in. checking the door I 
find that some are off the hinglts some won't shut ... The tenants 
are also complaining about the doors are being lock and, they 
don't have keys ..... some buildings have front doors and no back. 
But, a;r>e still being hamper with because tenants don't under- . 
stand why they should have one door and not the other. And I 
don't have the answers [sic] (February 1975) 

This week was worst yet. we. have people passing keys to 
squatters and, they are moving in by the truck loads .. [sic] 
(February 15, 1976) 

As supervisQr in this deve'lopment I have come to the point· 
of calling all bldg. capt. to come to Columbia Point fo tell of 
all the complaints they are having from the tenants such as 
dope, robbery, brocken doors that they see outsiders are doing 
and are afraid to come forward and name names. Their life 
have been in danger because of the different insult have been 
put upon them from these people. And still nothing can be don~ 
to help them. I can't even help them becau~e I have·~o one ~h~ 
can handle the trouble. [sic] (undated). J 6 
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The period of greatest activity in the organizing'of 

residents at Mission Hill Main also took place during the 

spring of 1975, at which time only 20 buildings out of a 

total of 137 had captains. The reports of the Resident Patrol 

Supervisor at Mission Hill Main varied between enthusiasm 

about the concept, and the reality of tenant resistance to 

organization, the inferior work of installation, the never-

ending search for the keys, and the resulting destruction of 

* the doors. The absence of keys was a ~articular problem 

for doors which were left locked by the \I[orkers who installed 

them. The Resident Patrol Supervisor apparently never under-

stood the locking system, nor the accessibility of the simple 

wrench which releases the lock from the inside. Thus if these 

doors were even to be closed~ first-story residents would have 

to respond to every arrival, resident or visitor. The alterna-

tives were propping the doors open, or breaking the-locks. 

* The following are examples of reports made by the Resident 
Patrol Supervisor to 'the eso: 

•.. the tenants of ... apt .. slam the door in my face .•. the 
tenants of ... would not open the door. Apt ... does not want to 
sign either ... [sic](March 10, 1975) 

... The peoples protest continues to be the same in relation 
to the locks. They complaint that the locks are loose and can 
brake easily; even though the second week of this month, various 
doors were installed with heavy locks which are very difficult 
to brake. But still the problem that they are kept open~ for 
the simple reason that the tenants do not own their own lcey. 
[sic] (March 31, 1976) 

I 
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\V'hile the Resident Patrol Supervisor at Commonwe.alth was 

very active at ·the inception of the project., skepticism was 

high among residents about the sincerity of the BRA in full-

filling its promises. The Supervisor enlisted some help from 

residents who notified her of security problems., but the 

residents' general apathy appeared vindicated as the delay in 

the installation of doors continued. Serious organizing 

efforts on the building level were therefore postponed until 

the doors were installed, ~ process which ended almost two 

years after organizing activities had begun. 

By December 1976, as many as 33 of 35 buildings at 

Commonwealth had building captains. Low turnouts at building 

meetings had led to the recruitment of a captain in each 

• building, who was then introduced to residents a.s a fait 

• 

accompli. More than half of these captains attended develbp-

ment-wide captains' meetings in November and December. In 

most buildings doors are locked from 10 P.M. to 7 A.M • ., and in 

a few, captains are .experimenting with locking them after the 

morning arrival of the postman. Probably half of all buildi~gs 

* are actually locked on a given night. 

* A survey conducted by a member of the evaluation team at 
midnight on December 8, 1976~ an extremely cold weekday 
evening, found 17 of 35 buildings with at least one street
level door unlocked. Two of these had doors which were broken 
in such a way as to be unlockable. A few "locked" doors were 
actually slightly aj ar, poss;:ibly because of faulty closers. 

"I, .' 
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Although building patrols have never been considered at 

Commonwealth and it is not clear that the majority of tenants 

are interested in the program, the building captains have been 

encouraged by group meetings to "hold the fort" themselves. 

They are a ~ixture of residents, young and old, black and 

white, oldtimer and newcomer, most o.f whom feel a s.take in 

the development. They have requested monthly meetings and 

have sought out additional responsibilities, such as the 

delivery of flyers and the enforcement of rules, including. 

not only those which are listed in leases, but also norms of 

behavior which they would compose, have ratified by general 

election, and which possibly could be upheld in eviction pro-

ceedings of problem tenants. The majority of building 
• 

captains are women, many of whom, despite an interest in 

greater responsibility, are afraid to pressure problem tenants. 

In several cases the Resident 'Patrol Supervisor, aided by 
" 

the Community Organization and Education., Coordinator of the 

Cow~onwealth Communi~y Security Project, has provided back-up 

services to building captains by convening building meetings, 

meeting· with individual residents, or relaying information or 

grievances to the development manager. 

In fact, .Commonwealth is the only one of the four develop-

ments in the demonstration program in which there has been a 

real intermeshing of the Voluntary Resident Patrol Project 

with the community organization/social action project. The 

I 
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relationship has been beneficial to both. The captains have 

been reinforced by the recent interest shown by the State 

Representative and the Police Department (see Chapter III), and 

both the morale and the impact of CCSP staff has been 

strengthened by the recent appearance of this active group of 

residents, however thinly spread throughout the developme~t. 

Project Impact 

The Voluntary Resident 'Patrol Pro,j ec t aimed at increasing 

the control that residents have over their own environments. 

Unfortunately, more than anything, it emphasized how little 

control concerned residents really can assert because that 

control actually lies in the .hands of the BHA and HUD, and in 

the hands of a small group of predators composed both of those 

4It who ~eside in and those who s~mply use the developme~ts. 

• 

It is clear from the foregoing description of implementa-

tion that the Voluntary Resident Patrol Project was a misnomer. 

There has been only one successful resident patrol, at Columbia. 

Point, upon which the Central Security Office has focussed a 

great deal of attention. At Mission Hill Extension a small 

handful of buildings maintained patrols over a period of 

several months. At Mission Hill Main and Commonwealth,the 

idea was never considered. 

The proj ect· might have been reduced to one in whic,h 

captains, elected by tenants, would take or delegate re;sponsibility 

for the locking of doors at hours agreed upon by all building 

" i! 
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residents. Nevertheless, although contradictory reports cloud 

the actual sequence of events, it appears that even this 

degree of participation by residents was rare. There were 

doubtlessly many enthusiastic residents at all developments, 

enough to encourage their elected representatives to give 

security doors priority over other ~eeded improvem~nts in the 

allocation of modernization funds. However, too many others 

proved too skeptical of.BHA promises, too distrus~ful of 

neighbors, too apathetic or simply too preoccupied with their 

own problems to participate. Many residents felt that security 

services were the responsibility of the Police Department and 

the BHA, and that tenants should not work without compensation. 

In some cases participation was withheld by persons in d:'Ls-

agreement with the concept of locked doors, either because of 

the difficulty thus imposed to the easy entry of young children 

and guests, or of cohorts in such illicit activities as 

prostitution and drug sales. 

Captains, recruited by the Resident Patrol Supervisors, 

were often the most concerned residents. In some cases 

attempts by.captains to actively enforce building rules were 

met with hostility from other tenants. 

In one sense the apathy or impatience of many tenants 

was vindicated. Waiting periods for the installation of doors, 

extending from months to two years, neutralized much of the 

tenant organization that had been achieved. The installation 

of manYidoors was poor, and usually went uncorrected. The 
I ~ .... : 
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absence of keys for all new doorways at Mission Hill Main, 

and for several buildings at Mission Hill Extension and 

Columbia Point was met with the reluctance of all parties 

the development manager, the Central Security Office, the 

Ce~tral Maintenance Office, and the contractors -- to assume 

responsibility for producing them. 

In addition, not only did the promised hallway~mprove

ments fail to follow the installation of doors, but neither 

did maintenance practic~s change in ways that might have· 

been supportive of the security project. Even where security 

doors were perfectly installed, they often safeguarded hall-

ways that were dark because of the absence of light fixtures, 

cold because of the poor condition o~ radiators, and filthy 

• because of years and sometimes dec9.-des of neglect. At Mission 

Hill Main and Extension, the gaping holes that have replaced 

windows in vacant first-floor apartments mock any attempt to 

lock street doors. At Columbia Point, on the other hand, 

BHA's program of rel~cation and renovation of some buildings, 

and mothballing of others,aggravated prevailing uncertainty 
(
.--, 
':J 

about continued tenure of residents in their apartments, thus affect-

ing their interest in participating in building organizations. 

The disillusionment of the Resident Patrol Super~isors 

was therefore predictable, although it might have been "avoided 

by timing their employment with the actual installation of the 

doors, as originally proposed. The disillusionment of the 
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Central Se~urity Office staff was also predictable, especially 

since it had committed itself to supervise a project over 

which in actuality it had no direct control. 

Nevertheless, . the GSO may have raised unreasonable 

hopes with its slide show of New York's model development, 

considering the track record of the BHA in deliver~ng on 

improvements and maintenance. It underestimated the diffi-

culties of organizing a highly mobile, disillusioned, low-

income population. It placed Resident Patrol Supervisors in 

the field with virtually no real training in organizing, and 

provided them with little support for the contradictions 

implied in their roles. 

t 
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CHAPTER VI. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Findings by Project 

. This chapter will su~~arize the findings of the previous 

chapters and focus on the goals and impa·ct of. the. Bos.ton .Public 

Housing Security Program as a whole. It will end with some 

conclusions drawn from the several demonstrations .. 

The Columbia PO.int Community Security Proj ect was imple-

mented almost completely according to plans, the major ex-

ception being the radio station, which is due to become 

operational in February 1977. The project's beginnings were 

hardly auspicious. Logistical problems resulting in delays 

4It in placing hireg staff on the payroll and receiving equipment 

crucial to operations were exacerbated by the termination of 

• 

the Project Director, whose efforts to broaden project scope 

to social organization were perceived as threats to entrenched 

communi ty leaders. The. Security Task Force's own operations 

were threatened by a power struggle within its parent organiza~ G 

tion, the Columbia Point Community Development Council, as well 

as through the exercise of undue influence by Task Force 

members in the hiring of staff. A downgrading of original 

personnel requirements permitted more Columbia Point residents 

to qualify for appointment, but also increased the security 

project's vulnerability to persons with poor work habits, 

resulting in a large number of terminations and compromising 

() 
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the security project's image in the community_ 

Nevertheless, even the most severe critics of the 

security project concede its importance for the residents' 

feeling of well-being, and are heartened by the Task Force's 

demonstrated capacity for self-examination and renewal . 

. After more than one year's operational experience 

(most components were operating by November 1975) and with 

the BHA funding extension totally underwritten by the federal 

Target Projects Program providing the security project a new 

lease on life, the Task Force has been reevaluating security 

project management and supervision with a view to adopting 

and enforcing higher standards of performance. In the 

process the security project is finally beginning to achieve 

recognition by both the community and law enforcement agencies 

as a legitimate crime prevention institution with considerable 

potential for becoming a trustworthy and effective community 

watch, providing security services that complement operations 

of the team police, and serving as a ,constructive source of. 

i~tervention .on behalf of d~linquent and delinquent-prone youth. 

The thrust of the Commonwealth Community Security Project 

was to focus on social rather than security services. In so 

dOing, the project gradually came to resemble the collection 

of services available to development residents prior to its 

inception: education and employment referral, after-school 

tutoring center, evening teen center, summer lunch and 
I 
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recreational programs. The one new social service component 

outlined in its plan -- a Spanish-speaking neighborhood 

worker -- was not seriously implemented~ nor was t~e plan's 

most innovative security-oriented component, linking youth 

employment to an elderly escort service. The lack of commit

ment to all components of the project plan by the fiscal' 

agent resulted from that agency's financial inability to 

front-end the cost of the entire program, as well-as 

historic conflicts between the agency's director and active 

housing development residents. 

While accepting a policy of favoring development residents 

for staff positions~ the fiscal agent did not provide training 

"as it had promised to do in its project plan. It thus 

assembled, early in the life of the project, a relatively in

experienced staff, unprepared to service a changing population 

requiring an assertive outreach approach. This staff never

theless did constitute a stable and generally conscientious 

core of tenant advocates during a period in which population 

turnover sapped the strength of the Tenant Task Force and 

maintenance problems accelerated. It thus represented tenants 

before the BHA in maintenance concerns and before the Police 

Department in lobbying for better coverage~ and helped to 

provide backup services for the Court-Appointed N:aster' s . 
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Office, the activities of a concerned state representative 

and a special assignment from the Police Co~nissioner's Office. 

It also provided important support for the Voluntary Resident 

Patrol Project. 

The Mission Hill Safety and Security Project consisted 

of ambitious program elements, most of which were never imple- ' 

mented. There was no consensus among staff concerning security-

related objectives~ and project implementation was directed 

somevlhat narrowly at improving the upward mobility of a smaIl 

group of housing development youth. There was no serious 

effort to comply with project component guidelines dealing 

with the training of building captains, the establishment of 

a security communications netv~''Jrk, and safety education for 

development residents. 

Even within its more narr01t7 definition as a youth employ-

ment endeavor the project proved to be weak. Although 

activities of videotaping, interviewing and writing interested 

a few youth, and one staff member believes that such participants 

learned to project a more positive self-image when dealing with 

others, too much time was left unprogranooed. In place of 

planned sensitivity training, project participants were 

demoralized by conflicts among adult staff members and tended 

to separate themselves i1.1 sometimes hostile racial .grouping s. 

Roxbury Children's Sevvices ' difficulties in implementing 

its Pla1illustrates the dilemma that an agency with a 
1 t . , 
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traditional casework approach may experience in shifting itci 

orientation to the very distinct requirements of a community 

organization approach. 
< 

The Voluntary Resident Patrol Project was, on balance, 

more instrumental in reinforcing the disillusionment and 

skepticism of residents in the four housing developments than 

it was in increasing their control over their own security. 

Long delays between the original tenant organization activit~ 

and the installation of the doors -- ranging from several 

months at Columbia Point and Mission Hill Extension to almost 

two years at Commonwealth -- negated much of the effectiveness 

of the proj ect·".s community organization compon~nt. Many doors 

were poorly installed; at Mission Hill Main the workmanship 

~ was so bad that the contract was suspended. Keys were never 

distributed at Mission Hill Main, nor at several buildings in 

• 

o·cher developments, despite frustrated pleas by Resident 

Patrol Supervisors. Nor did hallway improvements follow the 

installation of sec~rity doors, as planned. Meanwhile overall 

maintenance at the developments continued to decline. 

A "voluntary resident patrol" exists at present in only 

one building at Columbia Point -- that which has consistently 

been promoted as a mOdel by the Central Security Office. Such 

patrols were said to have existed at one time in a few buildings 

at Mission Hill Extension. EVen the recruitment of building 

captains to take on or delegate responsibility for the locking 

of doors was not very successfui,. Only a fraction of all 
" 
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butldings at the four developments were covered at one. time 

or another by b~.1ilding captains. At present a large propor- ') 

tion of the doors at all developments except Commonwealth 

are non-functional dUG to faulty installation and/or subse-

quent vandalism, and only a small number of buildings in these 

developments are regularly kept locked. At Commonwealth the 

securing of buildings has recently been completed and the 

organization of building residents has resumed; the success 

of this project has ~et to be demonstrated, however. 

Despite a.greements between the regional offices of HUD . 

and LEAA, HUD's matching grant to the BHA never materialized. 

The BHA only half-:-heartedly fOllow'ed through on its commit-

ments, using funds allocated by the Tenant Task Force of each 

development from its own modernization allotment. The internal 

organizational pattern of the BHA prevented the Central Security 

Office from exercising control over the install~tion of the 

doors or related maintenance problems, the ultimate responsi-

bility for which has been denied by all actors. The Resident 

Patrol Supervisors were thus left in the untenable position 

of trying to win cooperation from already skeptical neighboring 

residents with promises that were impossible to keep. 

Overall Program Impact 

The impact of the Boston Public Housing Security Program 

as a whole should also be considered within the perspective of 

its own program goals. First of these goals was to increase 

, 
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tenant involvement in crime control. The impact on this goal 

was mixed. 

At Columbia Point, the degree of resident involvement, 

as measured by the relative viability of the representa.tive 

community security organization, has ebbed and flowed. That 

tenant involvement is a priority concern, hOHever, is 

evident in efforts of Security Task Force leadership to 

strengthen its own ranks and to respond to tenant feedback 

concerning needed improvements in security project operations 

and effectiveness. It should also be noted that employment 

opportunities in the several components of the security pro

je~t have made it possible to increase tenant participation 

in crime control in a more tangible and direct way. Two out 

of every three staff positions in the se.curity project are 

filled by development residents. However, the only residents 

who are taking advantage of the security doors, besides one 

model patrol building, are the elderly, who rarely appear from 

behind the locked doors of their buildings. 

The Mission Hill Safety and Security Intervention Project 

failed to follow through on an ambitious plan to involve 

residents in crime control. The Resident Patrol Supervisor 

was not very successful in organizing residents at Mission Hill 

l-1ain, and while some patrols existed at Mission Hill Extension., 

they were short-lived. 

The Commonwealth Community Security Project, as previously 

described, retrenched into a traditional configuration of social 
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services, providing little outreach to the influx of new 

tenants. Nevertheless, a combination of factors -- installa-

tion of the security doors, the court-ordered hallway clean-

ups, the involvement of a state representative, and the 

assignment of a police sergeant to study security problems 

has recently raised the interests of many residents, especially 

q core group of some 30 who ha~e volunteered to be building 

captains. These hopeful signs are so recent) however, that 

it is difficult to predict how long this resurgence of parti-

cipation will last. 

While the failure of the security program to increase 

substantially the level of tenant involvement in crime control 

stems in part from problems encountered in the cOIT:eptualization 

andimplementationof its components,the very choice of housing 

developments limited its opportunities for success. A 1975 

attempt to rate family public housing developments in Boston 

by "revealed preference" or demand, for example, ranked 

Columbia Point next to last among 23 such developments, 

Mission Hill Extension 19, and Mission Hill Main 17. 
. * 'Corirrn6hweal th did somewhat better w~i th a ranlcing of J.l. 

* Roland Burke, \V'illiam Farley, Priscilla Fritz State' of the 
Development Report, 1975 Planning and Development Department, 
Boston Housing Authority, p. 61. Revealed preference for a 
housing development is based. upon the number of years a family 
on the waiting list would have to wait for a unit, assuming 
the continuation of the current rate of turnover. 
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The poor images and reputations of these developments, 

especially the first three, are based upon physical as w~ll 

as social factors. These developments have been allowed to 

deteriorate in many cases to uninhabitable conditions,.as 

dramatized by findings in the cas~' of Armando Perez, et also 

* v. Boston Housing Authority. In fact, the impossibility 

of complying with court orders for upgrading Boston's public 

housing as a whole has·forced a Court-Appointed Ma~ter's 

Office to concentrate its efforts on those developments with 

the gravest physical problems, a small group of housing develop

¥1:l?n~s. that includes Mission Hill Main and Columbia Point. 

Comlllonwealth has also been included because of the recent 

acceleration in deterioration. In addition, a 1975 BRA 

ranking of 'family dev~lopments by social "problem scores" 

identified Mission Hill Main in second place, Mission Hill 

Extension in third, and Columbia Point tied for fourth. While 

Commonwealth ranked loth, it tied with one other development for. 

the greatest decline in ranking since 1969 at which time it 

* This case was a class action brought before Boston's Housin,g; 
Court in February 1975, accusing the Boston Housing Authority 
of failing' to maintain its housing in accordance with the 
State Sanitary Code. The Authority has been under court order 
since March 1975 to correct nonconformiqg conditions. 
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* ranked 19. 

Finally, during the course of the security demonstration 

program, resident turnover at these developments has bee~ 

particularly high. Mission Hill Main ranked as the public 

housing development with the highest proportional turnover 

during the year beginning July 1, 1974, with 30 percent of 

** all households moving out. During the following year, 

*** . 23 percent left. At Columbia Point, which ranked second 

in turnover, 27 percent left during the year beginning July 1, 

1974, a rate which was sustained during the following year. 

Commonwealth's rate of outmigration was lower, but still 

dramatic -- 18 percent of the population between 1974 and 

1975, and 20 percent between 1975 and 1976. Here, turnover 

was accentuated by racial change, and the development's racial .. 
profile shifted from 19 percent black and 9 percent Hispanic 

in October 1974 when the program began, to 29 percent black 

* Tbi&, pp. 70-71. The problem score is based upon rankings 
OI' six variables: percent of families with no workers; percent 
of families in residence for less than five years; turnover 

• 
rate; percent of households in rent arrears· for over 30 days; per
~ent of single-parent families; number of minors per non-
elderly adult male. See p. 18. 

** Ibid~ p.62. These include residents who have transferred to 
other developments. Percentages are based upon the number of 
units occupied at the beginning of the year, and may be 
slightly exaggeratea due to multiple turnovers of some units 
during the year in consideration. 

*.v. * 
.. 'Moveouts anq transfers during the year beginning July 1, 
1975 are based upon a compilation of Daily Statements of 
Operations, recorded by development managers. 
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* and 12 percent Hispanic two years later. rJIission Hill 

Extension's turnover rate was somewhat lower -- 16 percent 

of the development's households turning over during the first 

year and 11 percent during the second. 

It is clear from the above rankings that this experiment 

in security programming~with the exception of Commonwealt~, 

focused on developments which are popularly. considered among 

the most difficult and least attractive. The greater con-

figur.ation of social problems suggest that the energies of 

residents at these developments would be more devoted to basic 

concerns of "coping" than in other developments. Experiences 

with the Housing Authority at its most neglected developments 

would reinforce skepticism about promises of improvements. A 

• high rate of turnover not only tends to cream off the most 

upwardly mobile and active reSidents, but also creates a 

• 

"community" of strangers lacking a sense of a common purpose 

and, especially in the case when one ethnic group is replaced 

by another, fearful of one another. A combination of all of 

these factors would make it difficult to elicit and maintain 

resident involvement in community security projects even 

under the best of circumstances. 

* This change would have been more dramatic had the Housing 
Authority not established a racial quota to maintain a mix 
despite a reduced white demand for units at Commonwealth •. The 
goal has been a racial m"ix reflecting the mix of Boston's 
population eligible for public housing . 
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Columbia Point presented special problems for community 

security organization in that the uncertainties surrounding 

the future status of current residents in the BHA's renovation 

plans,which include the upgrading of some buildings and the 

mothballing or destruction of others/led many to feel particu

larly impermanent. Indeed, due to an " order of the, Boston 

Housing Court, most of the households which moved out during 

the past two years have not been replaced. ~he number of 

households billed for rents at Columbia Point has fallen from 

870 ,in October 1974 to 540 in November 1976, and with almost 

two-thirds of the development vacated, it has begun to resemble 

* a ghost tOY-ln. 

During the cours~ of the security. demonstration program, 

many residents realized that concerted community action to, 

promote mutual security was limited as long as they had no 

control over choosing their neighbors. In recognition of its 

emerging role as a provider of housing of last resort, the 

BHA has been forced to relax tenant selection standards to 

the degree that considerate residents may find themselves 

** living at the mercy of a few troublemakers. While refusing 

* Boston Housing Authority Data Processing Department. There 
were originally 1504 units constructed. As of July 1975, 
1359 units theoretically were available for housing, that is, 
not used by some agency or lost in breakthroughs .. : 

** Prospective tenants are assigned to housing developments by 
the BHA Tenant Selection Department. A development manager 
can only reject a household if sufficient reason is proven. 
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to testify in favor of nuisance evictions for fear of 

retaliation, tenants have no other means to pressure others 

* to cooperate. Problems from within considerably weakened 

the potential impact of the security program. The protective 

function of the doors, for instance, could be temporarily 

subverted by one popsicle stick inserted in a lock or a beer 

can in a door closer. It could be permanently destroyed 

(considering the status of the doors among other maintenance 

priorities) by a strong jam. Some tenants asked for the right 

to meet prospective· tenants and explain building rules before 

the signing of leases,· but this idea was never pursued. 

A second goal of the overall security program was to 

increase resources for crime controi. If crime control is 

strictly defined as protective services, then two potentially 

important local delivery systems are the Boston Police Depart-

ment and the Boston Housing Authority itself. Late in 1975, the 

Police Commissioner came to the conclusion that the Police 

Department's Public Housing Police Unit was not being 

effective, It was terminatedin the early spring of 1976, and 

police teams established in their place at Columbia Point 

* . Plantedosi, et als. v. BRA, a class action brought in ea.ply 
197 L}, enjoined the BHA for one year from evictions on any:'grounds 
other than the nonpayment of rent, because of the lack of proper 
procedures for nuisance eviction. Although the injunction has 
been lifted, there appears to be greater reluctance to follow 
this route. 
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and Mission Hill, proving l6-hour coverage from on-sit~ 

offices. It is possible that the presence of the Security 

Program as a manifestation of resident concern about security 

acted as a catalyst in generating the above change. Certainly 

in the cases of Commonwealth and Columbia Point the project 

governing boards and staffs served as channels and sounding 

boards for complaints about poor police protection, bringing 

them to the attention of district commanding officers as well 

as the Police Commissioner. 

In terms of Housing Authority resources, the BHA has 

been continuing the Columbia Point Community Security Project 

by allocating discretionary TPP funds for at least the four-

month period (December 1976 - March 1977). following the. 

termin~tion of the LEAA grant, ~nd is giving serious cGnsider-

ation to support for an additional year afterwards through 

extension of the TPP grant. Hoitle~Ter, resources for security 

services in BHA's regular operating budget are meager --

less than two percent of the total. Discussions at the state 

level may alleviate this situation in the case of state-aided 

developments. In a recent draft of its Tenant Services Policy 

* Statement, the State Department of Community Affairs suggests 

* "Draft Tenant. Services Policy StatementlT ~William B. Flynn, 
Executive Office of Communities and Development, Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, October 1, 1976, p. 4. 

" . 
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that local housing authorities such as the BRA might -in the 

future be able to receive state operating subsidies to support ',,' 

resident services encouraging improved tenant-authority 

relations, the enforcement of rules and regulations, tenant 

orientation, and participation in security-related prevention 

and control activities, etc. The increased understanding 

among BHA decision-makers and funding agencies of the relation~ 

ship between security and maintenance as demonstrated by the 

security proj ect experiments may "'1ell encourage the BHA to 

take advantage of such opportunities in state-o~\med deve.lop-

ments, as well as allocate federal subsidies in ways which 

integrate security with management functions. Finally, the 

BHA is presently seeking federal Community Development Block 

Grant funds for the purchase and installation of security 

doors at additional housing developments. While these funds 

might have,been pursued independently of the demonstration 

program, the hope is that the BRA will have learned some 

lessons from these experiments concerning their 

use. 

If' "crj.me control" is more broadly defined as those 

activit~es that provide constructive alternatives to potential 
, "'" 

delinquents through job and educational referral, tutorini0 

youth activities or employment programs, there hav,e been to 

date no additional resources elicited for these housing develop

ments to continue the activities carried'out with LEAA funds. 

'\ 
'\ 
'\ 
I 
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The third goal of the Boston Public Housing Security 

Program was to increase security, perceived as well as actual. ~. 
In this respect, the evaluation suffers from a serious lack 

of hard data. The determination of an improvement in actual 

security is problematic. The crime statistics of the Boston 

Police Department, like crime statistics everywhere., reflect 

one subset of actual crime: that which is reported. They 

are therefore subject to two, often dependent, variables: 

the rate of actual crime and the rate of reporting. Thus, 

on the one hand, one might interpret an increase in reported 

crime statistics at anyone housing development during the 

course of this program as a negative sign,. allegipg that crime 

has increased, despite concentrated efforts to discourage it. 

On the other hand, one mi~ht read it as a positive sign, 

cl~iming that residents are more willing to report crime be

cause of less fear of reprisal or more confidence that report-

ing will stimulate corrective action. 

One solution to the limitations of crime statistics is 

theoretically the victimization survey, by w~ich a sample of 

persons report the crimes for which they were victims during 

a specified time period. Such a survey was administered by 

a priVate consultant at the participating developments during 

* the beginning of this program. 

* 

The survey also included 

William Brill Associates,. Inc., Victimization, Fear of Crime 
and Altered Behavior: A Profile of Four Public Housing Projects 
in Boston, prepared for the Boston Mayor's Committee on 
Criminal~Justice and the Boston Housing Authority, 1975 . . . 

... 
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.~ questions regarding fear of crime that might have shed light 

on the program's impact on perceived crime. However~ the 

survey was considered to have been inconsistently conducted 

and too costly to merit its repetition at the conclusion of 

the program. 

Finally~ even if trends in both actual and perceived. 

crime could be supported statistically, no causal relation-

ship would be demonstrated between security program strategies 

and changes in criminal activities, especially in light of 

such variables intervening in the process as changes in 

practices and strategies by the Boston Housing Authority and 

the Boston Police Department. 

The~e caveats aside, a brief attempt, however risky, 

~ will be made to look at tQe~hange in crime at the four 

• 

developments. 

At Commonwealth, CCSP staff all expressed consiaerable 

concern about what they saw as an increase in crime during 

the course of the project, dramatized by the rise in bag- ~ 

snatching from elderly women. Th~s upward trend may have 

been curbed in the late fall of 1976 by the expanded police 

patrol which, according to the especially assigned P0lice 

~ergeanthas identified the few resident youth who are the 

chief troublemakers. This is borne out by official statis-

tics that show a dramatic proportional increase in reported 
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* Part I crimes between the first six months of 19'15 irlhen they 

averaged 6.5 per month, to the first six mopths of 1976, when 

they averaged 11.7 per month. (This increase contrasts with 

the area immediately surrounding the development where re

** ported crimes fell slightly. ) These jumped to 16 per month 

during the summer months of July and August, but dr~pped to 

nine in October, despite the likelihood that the greater 

*** visibility of the police was encouraging more reporting. 

While only 8.6 percent of Part I crimes were cleared in the 

first half of 1976, 33.3 percent were cleared in October 

1976. Certainly, it would be risky to attribute this improve

ment in security directly to the LEAA-funded program. 

The impact of both the Mission Hill Safety and Security 

Intervention Project and the Voluntary Resident Patrol Project 

* Incident Reports, Data Processing, Boston Police Department. 
Part I crimes include criminal homicide, rape, robbery, 
aggravated assault, burglary, larceny and auto theft. 

** In police reporting areas 784 and 785, directly abutting the 

" ' 

development north of Commonwealth and on both sides of Washington 
Street, reported crime fell six percent during this same period. 

*** One CCSP staffer and former resident at Commonwealth suggested 
that the present population has no more offenders than the 
previous. Formerly, development youth were known by their 
neighbors, but could easily prey on the surrounding community. 
However,the ihcreasing numbers of black youths are too con
spicuous in the white community surrounding the developrr.ent, 
but can victifuize their neighbors in a socially disintegrated 
development where people either do not recognize or are afraiq 
;of each other. 
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at Mission Hill Main and Extension have been so minimal that 

the changes in Part I reported crimes between the first six 

months of 1975 and 1976, indicating a 20 percent increase at 

Mission Hill Main and 29 percent decrease at Mission Hill 

Extension, cannot be explained within the context of this 

evaluation. Interestingly, there was a decrease of 27 percent 

* in the area immediately abutting the developments. 

At Columbia Point the prevailing opinion is tl:at there 

has been a significant reduction in the number of youthful 

troublemakers, but moveouts rather than project impact is cited 

as the principal cause. While there has been a decrease 'in 

reported Part I crimes from 27.7 to 23 per month between the 

first six months of 1975 and 1976, this actually represents 

an increase in crime rates conside,ring the high proportion of 
.-

moveouts during this period. Moreover, it is unclear whether 

an increase in the rate of report=!:,pg to police authorities 

occurred during this period. While the presence of the Team 

Police and of the security p:roject might have stimulated. 

such reporting, an informal norm among project personnel to 

work outside of the formal justice system by encouraging the 

return of property stolen from one resident by another, would 

have decreased reportin~although not necessarily the actual 

number of crimes committed. 

Reported Part I crimes decreased even more substantially 

in parts of the Collli~bia Point Peninsula other than the housing 

* Reporting areas 589, 590, 600, 601, 602, southeast of Huntington 
Avenue and northeast of Tremont Street. 
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* development --- from 9.5 to 5.2 per month. It is unclear what 

changes in the activities of other security systems, such as the 

the campus police of the University of Massachusetts, may 

have occurred to affect crime and reporting. Crimes in the 

area of eastern Dorchester adjacent to the peninsula experi-

enced a six percent increase in reported Part I crimes, not 

large enough to suggest the displacement of criminal activities. 

, ** formerly aimed at the Columbia Point housing development. 

Within the development, the reporting of break and 

entries increased from 8,3 to 9.5 per month, while such street 

crime as robbery and larceny (including purse-snatching) 

decreased from 12.2 to 5.2 per month. Auto theft, however, 

increased slightly from 3.5 to 4.2 per month. 

Security project progress at Columbia Point has been most 

L,·""'" .,' 

evident in reductions in vandalism in unoccupied apartments • 

and buildings being renovated; fewer cases of molesting of parents 

picking up children at the day care center; less harassment of 

e.lderly residen.ts;:and fewer abandoned, 'stolen cars being 

stripped and/or burned (they are now removed more expeditiously")., 

The final goal of the Boston Public Housing Security 

Program was to demonstrate the effectiveness of a combination 

* Reporting area 256, east of Morrissey Boulevard, excluding 
the Columbia Point Development. 

** , Reporting areas 189, 190, 235, 245, 246, 249, 250, and 253, 
abutting the Southeast Expressway on both sides, from Old 
Harbor Village to Savin Hill. 

, ; 
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of community action, police patrolling and security hardware 

in reducing crime. Unfortunately, all three approaches to 

reducing crime have been activated simultaneously only at 

Cc-mmonwealth, and there only in the past few months~ The 

* verdict on achievement of this goal, therefore, is not yet in. 

As already pOinted out, several factors external to the 

program itself have increased the possibility of future pro-

gress at Commonwealth. One is the independent interest of 

the area's State Representative, who had been alarmed by the 

deterioration of commercial areas abutting the development and con-

cerned about fu~u~e safety problems in a nearby elderly de-

velopment presently under construction. His encouragement 

and aid to security project staff and the Tenant Task Force 

in petitioning the Police Commissioner resulted in the special 

assignment of a sergeant from the Bureau of Field Services 

in September 1~76 to study the need for police services. In 

addition, the special status of Commonwealth as a development 

under court order and the advocacy of the Court-Appoint~d 

Master's Offlce have given Commonwealth an unanticipated 

advantage in terms of the continued maintenance of the newly 

installed security doors as well as clean~ups by maintenance 

* During the writing of this report, a citywide cutback in 
police overtime assignments has been effected, with the 
apD~rent result of eliminating Commonwealth's expanded 
patrol service . 
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s~aff.?fbuilding hallways. The effect of these exter~al 

actors has]:)E~en to increase the morale at Common~Tealth and 
."-' '. 

the feeli-iLg' of efficacy among the building captains who have 

been,recrttited-from 32 of 35 buildings. The Resident Patrol 

:Superyisor admits that even this degree of organization is 

f'ra~ile. Since many captains receive little support from 

other residents in their buildings, they need continuous 

outside encouragement and help in solving problems. How long 

'~, this will continue considering termination of pay for the 

Resident Patrol Supervisor and the imminent termination of the 

'Commonwealth Community Security Project is questionable, 

unle'ss some 01' these services can be incorporated into the 
-

,management/tenant services function. 

There:i'ra's' one important variable which intervened during 

the course of the study to divert the energies of security. 

'pl~oject sta,ffs: the heightened racial tensions accompanying 

the implementation of court-ordered school busing, especially 

l'ha9l? II i'lhich began in the fall of 1975. Thus the staffs 

found t,];),emselves mediating during the outbreak of hostilities 

between black development residents and white outsiders at 

both Columbia Point and Mission Hil~ and among neighbors at 

, Commonwealth. 

,;{Jonclusions 

~"While the results of these demonstration. projects have 

not been overwhelmingly positive, they nevertheless provide 
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demonstrated experience important for the design of future 

strategies, both experimental and more permanent. 

The first lesson is the inseparability of security. and 

maintenance. In fact, security problems may be cau~ed by 

laxness in maintenance services a.s, for example, when broken 

windows of vacant, first floor apartments are not secured. 

There is an obvious contradiction when a steel security door 

is kept locked in a building in which gaping holes lie at an 

arm's length from any intruder. This contradiction may be 

real, or only psychological, if the vacant apartmentts door 

is welded closed from the inside. However, the psychological 

factor cannot be overstated. The Housing Authority1s 

difficulties in providing an acceptable quality of main .... 

tenance services contributes to a lack of respect"in resi-

dents not only toward the property of the Housing Authority:. 

but toward themselves. The former feeling may lead to 

vandalism; the latter, to defeatism. 

It also appears to be poor ju:dgement to allocate $.600 

for the purchase and installation of security doors and give 

low priority to their maintenance. The marginal increase 

in difficulty of breaking an expensive over a cheap security 

door may not be worth the marginal increase in cost, 

especially when the difficulty and c'ost, o.fl't:fpal~irtg; the 

door is also much greater. 

A second conclusiori, closely related to ~he first, is the 
II 
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inseparability of security and management. The inability of 

both the managers and residents to apply more stringent tenant 

selection criteria and the difficulty of strongly sanction-

ing problem tenants undermines any efforts on the part of the 

mass of residents to protect themselves from the few trouble-

makers. While the extreme course ot: placing tenant, selection 

in the hands of tenants might not only be illegal, but also 

undesirable, building residents might be encouraged to 

establish reasonable norms of behavior (e.g. hours for the 

locking of security doors). Development managers might dis-

cuss such norms with prospective tenants so that those unwilling 

to conform to such norms might be s~lf-eliminated and directed 

to other buildings or developments. 

In addition, while tenants may be interested in their own 

,security, it is neither realistic nor fair to advocate a 

system of locked doors without buzzers or other intercornrnuni-

,cation devices which demands the sustained investment of time 

of a well-organized, uncompensated patrol system. This would 

be difficult to organize among middle-income.households; 

among those burdened with poverty and its attendant problems, 

the difficulty is greater. 

Moving fromf;he level of the development to that of the 

Authority, the separation maintained between security and 

other management functions is both clear and problematic. The 

Authority's Central Security Office is headed by a person who 

" 
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is technically an employee of the Boston Police Department 

as well as the Boston Housing Authority. It functions in an 

autonomous manner which not only means that it lacks the 

authority to control implementation of its progD~ms when 

they involve coordination with other departments (maintenance, 

contracting, etc.,) but also lacks sufficient accountability 

and supervision within the Authority itself. 

,One way to bring together services related to security 

and those related to maintenance and management is in the . 

role of a resident custodian/security worker. 'There is evidence 

that BHA staff planners are now givtng this idea some consi-

deration. The investment of a free apartment and stipend 

might not only upgrade maintenance and security services for 

residents, but could conceivably save the BRA money in the 

costs of vandalism. 

All demonstration projects suffered from the lack of 

well qualified personnel. This stemmed in part from the lm-, 

salaries offered and. in part from deliberate attempts to 

employ housing development residents. The aims of optimum 

project performance and promotion of resident employment are 

sometimes contradictory, but can be enhanced"simultaneously 

by well planned and timely training. Such training was pro

grammed but not satisfactorily implemented in this demon-

stration program. 

Finally, these demonstrations serve as a lesson for the 
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design of future experiments for what they say about the 

problems of project sponsorship ~nd accountab~lity. While 

it is difficult to judge institutional motives, 

it is nevertheless.important to ascertain the degree to which 

a sponsor sincerely shares the goals of the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration, and is committed to the program 

designed rather than the dictates of some hidden agenda. 

The sponsor must be prepared to provide front-end funding 

based upon a cOE:?t-reimbursable system, with full understanding 

of the long delays which are probable, and the Mayor's Office 

must be frank in its assessment of this problem. 

The Mayor's Office of Criminal Justice expended a great 

deal of effort in seeking out eligible community groups to 

assume sponsorship of program components. Nevertheless, the 

only planned components of the Boston Public Housing Security 

Program that. were fully implemented -- the Columbia Point 

Community Security Project and (at least theoretically) the 

Voluntary Resident Patrol Project -- were those in which 

funding was channelled through the Boston Housing-Authority. 

This agency man?l-ged, wi.thvary;i.ng d,~grees pf difficulty, 

to withstand delays in reimbursement. This observation 

should not serve to eliminate community organizations from 

spons.orship, but to highlight the need for a change in funding 

procedures. 
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